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One of few 
pictures of 
Pancho Villa. Picture Courtesy Mrs. H. P. Griffin 
William Jennings Bryan·- 1909 
By Jon Dee Lawrence 
It was a warm Novell}ber day in 1908 on the 
Mexican side of the Rio Grande in the Upper Rio 
Grande Valley and the little Mexican engine, with 
what seemed to be a last gasp, came to a jerky 
halt at a rusty railroad water tank. A tall disting-
uished looking man, dressed in a long heavy merino 
overcoat, definitely not suited for a climate such as 
this, stepped purposefully from the train. He 
glanced around and saw what appeared to be a 
true cowboy slouched in his saddle, obviously wait-
ing for him. After a few words of greeting .. he 
climbed on, the extra horse the "Westerner" had 
with him, and they headed north, toward the river. 
Upon reaching the south bank of the Rio 
Grande, they found a flat-bottomed skiff ready fo 
take them across the river. After driving the hor~es 
on the boat, the "cowboy" grabbed the oars and 
rowed rapidly to the other side where once more 
they climbed on their horses and headed toward 
the little vill~e of ::\lission, Texas. 
Such was the way William Jennings Bryan was 
ushered into the Rio Grande Valley for the first 
time by John C. Conway. 
Bryan was to live there only three years. 11ut 
during those three years. much of the political hiR_ 
•tory of this nation for years to come, was to be 
molded. And, the "Great Commoner", himself, was 
to fi~ure pron,inent]y in the molding. 
Bryan had previouslv met his o!d friend J0hn 
Conway at Corpus Christi sometime before. At that 
time. Conway had portrayed "'the Valley as a semi-
tropical wonderland. Bryan had. for years. lh·ed in 
Nebraska and had ~hoveled snow. He had no crav-
ing for more of it. The warm Valley $0\mded isood 
to him and after hearing of the "Magic Valley" 
Bryan ~as ready to accompany his friend to his 
home in Mission immediately. 
It was 1909 before Bryan could settle all for-
malities for purchase of an~• land. He began think-
1 ing about bringing his family down to what would 
be their new home. 
HardlJ had he signed the papers consummating 
~ the land deal when a floofi came to the upper end 
of the Rio Grande Valley. Bryan's land was com-
pletely submerged and he realized that the place 
he Lad chosen was not the best on which to build a 
home. Conway obligingly ag•·eed to give Bryan a 
substitute piece of land. This time it consisted of 
two hundred acres, and was three miles north of 
Mission. 
The Bryan family arrivr--1 in Mjssion in the 
year 1909. They lived in thP old Mission Hotel until 
George '.\1:artin and his as0 istant carpenters erected 
their new home. Bryan often supervised the con-
struction of the house himself. 
Bryan enjoyed going to Mission after his mail. 
The people there looked upon him not as a great 
statesman but rather as a friend who could be con-
f:~•lted about the weather and crops and other such 
commonplace matters. 
Bryan once went to a circus that came to Mis-
sion. When the people saw him, there was such a 
c,amor that he had to make a speech before the 
show could start. 
Bryan chopped wood early every morning, as 
Mr~. May can well testify. Her window was directly 
above the chopping block. It was not the chopping 
that woke her, but the tuneful whistling, supplied 
bv Brvan. that accompanied it. 
· Srmetimes Bryan helped his wife with the dish_ 
es. It took a little artful per;;uasion, but if he was 
in a ,'!ood mood, and if he had eaten one of his 
faYnrite dishes for supper, he might give in. 
While in the Valley, Bryan supervised the care 
of his land. kept up his paper at Lincoln. Nebraska, 
anct wrote his famous letters to Senator Albert J. 
Beverid!!e. Bryan and .Beveridge were engaged in 
a dt:bate that was wildfire at that time. 
There was not much profit for Br~·an from his 
farming efforts. but he brought a great deal of 
publicity to the Valley. Tou1}sts \'isiting the Bryan 
home nearly tore it apart seeking ~ouvenirs to 
pro\·e that they had been in the home of William 
Jennings Bryan. 
Thi' old fascination of poiitics ,vas strong at 
work on Bryan and the time was drawing near for 
him to Jeave the Valley. -
He was talked into attending the Bull Moase 
com ention of 1912 in Chicago. It took but one sniff 
cf politics to make up his mind. He had bE'ef a 
farmer' too long. It was time for )tim to take the 
speaker's platform once more. 
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Il•• E. Neil Fesler 
Captain McNelly, a pale, slim, but relaxed 
Y<'"f1'.?; man, was dreaded by every outlaw, rnstlcr, 
arrl bandit in T<'xa~ and out. McNelly, with muscles 
like coiled ~prings and a calm voice, quieted down 
many unlawful activities iri Texas in the early 
1870';;. 
Lea H. McNelly was born in 1944. As he grew 
he never lost the palcnel"s and slimness of his 
youth. He was as slender as a "willow," but looks 
deceived, for he was strong, both mentally and 
physically. 
The Civil War broke out when McNelly was six-
teen. He was recruited into the Confederate army 
at Burton, Texas, after much pleading owing to 
his weak looking body. Ile $eemed to be mighty 
poor material for the army. He was sent to San 
Antonio to b0 in Colonel Tom Green's regiment of 
Sibley's Brigade. 
Private ::\IcNelly, Company F, Fifth Regiment, 
won his spurs at the Battle of Valverde, in New 
Mexico. For his great showing, McNeely was made 
an aide on Colonel Green's staff. Back in Texas 
Colonel Green was made a general; McNeely was 
promoted to Captain. From there they proceeded 
to Louisiana. 
Captain McNelly married Miss Carey Cheek of 
Burton before the war's end. At the close of the 
war Captain and ::\lrs. McNelly settled down on 
their plantation. They had two children, Rebel and 
Irene. 
During the days of reconstruction there was 
much hatred, bitterness, and political trickery. 
This was about the same over all the South, but 
Texas had Mexico bordering her which made it 
worse. Mexico had one crisis aft~r another; wave 
after wave of bandits, political gangs, and riff-raff 
killed people, and c:rnsed general chaos between 
the Nueces and Rio Grande Rivers. The worst of 
all were the cattle rustlers, led by Generals Cor-
tinas and Flores. 
The governor of Texas at the time was Davis. 
He knew something must be done. Davis studied 
the r<?cords of the most capable men in Texas. 
When he came to Mc. 'elly's. he went no farther. 
Though McNelly and Davis fought on opposite sides 
during the war and were of different political par-
.ties, the Governor asked McNelly to take com-
mand of the Texas State Police - THE TEXAS 
-
Picture Court<'sy 
Mrs. H. P. Griffin 
1870 
RANGERS. 
:\lcNelly's first run in with the Mexiran rustlers 
was north of Brownsville, near Palo Alto . There 
were seventeen of Cortinas' men anq about seven 
hundred head of King Ranch cattle. McNelly's men 
attacked and killed all but one of them, an American 
got away. McNelly lost one man, fifteen year old 
Private Berry Smith. 
On November 18, 1875. Caotain McNel1y was 
stationed at Edinburg (now Hidalgo) with thirty 
Ran~ers. He received a message that said some of 
Cortinas' and Flores· men were crossing the Rio 
Grande between Rio Grande City and Roma with 
abot•t ci!!hty head of Richard King's cattle. 
McNelly cro•sed the river about four a. m. of 
the nineteenth. One of the Rangers had heen there 
in the Mexican War and thought he knew his ~vay 
around. He Jed the Rangers into Las Curchs think-
ing it was La• Cuevas; both are about five rniles 
soilth of ihe Rio and abol't one half a mile apart. 
The Rangers discovert/1 their mistake' after shoot_ 
ing uo the town. McNelly told his men the raid 
would now be no surprise to the people in Las 
Cucvas. · 
The next morning <November 20, 1875) the 
Mexican leader came with the flag of truce party. 
The Mexicans wished to remind McNelly that he 
was violating international laws by ~ntei:ing Mex-
ico with an armed force. 
"I didn't come over here to listen to a long-
winded speech," said the Ran~er seriously. "I 
came after the stolen cattle, and I shall go back 
to Texas when I get them, not before." 
Mc::--elly's bluff worked; the terms were quickly 
made and stated that the cattle would be at Mc-
Nelly's disposal by ten a.m. of the 21st. The 
Rangers then returned to Texas to await the cattle. 
Walter Prescott Webb says about McNelly: 
'McNelly was always the ideal. He seems 
not to have had a single weakness. For McNelly, 
the man, as well as for !\1cNelly the officer, 
the border had the utmost respect'. The reputa-
tion he bore, among the Americans and Mexi-
cans alike, was that of a gentleman always, 
but possessed of keen insight and comprehending 
mind; just, cool, and courageous; daring, but 
-and even more important for his border repu-
tation-always considerate of the safety and 
well-being of his men, and of the moral rights 
of his prisoners.' 
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B:v Uohbie Wolf~ 
One ~f the mo~t fabulous ranch empi'tcs in th<' 
world flourished in thP Vc11ley from 1S70 throu·•h 
the •·arly 19oo·s. Lagunu Seca Ranch was fa moui: 
all over t he Southwest for its niu:ner ous acres a nd 
tme c, 'tle. Macer on o Vela,· dc8c<'ndant of the 
Span ish conquerors, had bec>n raised in Re;1 nosa , 
Mexico, son of a well-to-ck! fa mi ly. In 1857. in 
H<'yTJcisa , he took as a br ide l\fiss l\Ier cc>des Cha-
pa, from an equally well-known Spanish fam ily. At 
, bout the same time, his br other Salvador, mar. 
ried Mc>rcede,; Chapa ·s ;,is t c>r , Isabel.· 
El T ulle Ra ncha, then owned b.,· J uan C'ava zos , 
6 ave Ma cedonio his first real ranching experience . 
For seven vear~. Jw maPaged thllt ra11ch. At t he 
end of the · seven year pN iod . he purchased thr ee 
squa re miles of land from John McAllen. Those 
three miles were the foundat ion ' of a ranch tha t 
C'ventua lly grew to m ore than 100.000 acres. While 
Macedonio and :\lerc<'des were founding the Lag11na 
Seca ranch, Salvador and rsahcl founded the El 
Velano Ranch. 
La·guna Seca prospered under the experienced 
ranchman, Macedonio, as did his family. Seven 
children were born to them. They were Ramon, 
Alberto, Macedonio II, .Jesus, Eloisa, Delfina and 
• Carlota. 
First citrus trees in the Valley were planted 
on the r anch by the Vela children in 1871. Oblate 
fathers traveled from Brownsville to the ranch to 
hold services for the Vela family a nd the numer-
.ous tenants and their children. A h uge bell hung 
near the main house to call the tenants and others 
to t he ser vices. On one of these trips, m ade by 
the fathers in ox-drawn car ts, or anges from Monte 
Morales wer e brought as gifts to the Vela children. 
:\fercedes u rged the children to 5ave the seeds 
from the or anges. When the seeds were dry, t he 
children planted them a nd from those seeds came 
t he start of our citrus industry . Seven of the tr ees 
flourished ; one, from the ~eed planted by Miss 
Carlota Vela , was still flourishing in 1951. 
One of the first Catholic churches in the Val-
ley was built by the Oblate fa thers on the ranch. 
F irst wedding' in the church was in 1896, when Miss 
Elois a Ve la only daughter of the family who ever 
married, b~cam e the bride of William S. Dough-
erty of Brownsville . 
A post office, known as Delfina, was na med 
after the daughter , Delfina, built on th e r a nch in 
1892, as was one of the first schools in this a r ea. 
l\!, cec..onio I ~.t'"ure I ' re se vice._, of R A. MJ•· h 
-i~ ~chonl teacht,r 'lnd po~tma:ter 
\\ h.le fa,n'J:. ife wri~ estPcniect 011 tllC' l'illll'll 
tb(,' f m ly jot I ne ·e-d I c,irric qc to !\fatamoros Jor 
+11e opera a nd 0 r C'r t oc1 I (".;•cuts. Visitors we re 
c1'w·n-. \velcomc,J -1t tht r, nch its If a nd ,, ', Y , 
soc,.J life l'P\'ohc, , r, u.1d t}·.c big rarch hou~e. 
As fop ch1ldr n m,H"i-ied, they brought thei1· 
f, m1liPs b,1ck to th, ranc'1 011 ni.iny ,,cc,.,;ions and 
:-omc> Of the g randchildrP11 ln cd l hcre 
Delfina , for wl:orr. t ile l o~to!fice \\'<IS nam,'d , 
and Carlota nevr>r mar:·'cd : nd Ji\·ec on the ranch 
until t heir deaths Cm lota dic·d t here several 
months ago. 
.\Tacedonio I d ied in Mission in Hl15, when th e 
ranc:h was berinning to shr ink to its p resent size. 
Salvador also died in Mission in 1915 
Of the children I;orn to Macc1do11io and Mer-
cedes three still survive. T lwy a re Alberto of 
Corpu
0
s Christi, J esus of C,1lifornia and ~loisa Flo-
res of Mission. The 11r esent site or Edmburg was 
r , ,1 <.. d bv Eloisa until 1909, when she sold the 3,300 
:.\ 1ro• . k~own as El Huisa che Ranch. 1o .John Ch,'.ll-
. ; · . The courthouse and the rest of Edinburg m-
' · 1ciing land on the outs kirts was included in dea l , 
,: 1. ,,ugh there was no improvements _on t?e laud 
~- • t' .:.it t ime. When the small commumt:v did come 
i• to existence, it was called Chapin after the pur. 
c'.1a ser of the land, 
Reynaldo, son of Ramon Vela and grand!!On 
of Macedonio I , is present owner of the ranc.h . He 
was adopted by :\1iss Carlot? Vela after h~s own 
father died and was her heir when she died re-
cently. T he prcseli\ ranch is located 12 miles north 
of E dinburg. 
Many descenda nts, grandchildr en and gr eat 
grandchildren, a r e still living in Edinburg ~nd the 
name or Vela is familiar in the commumty and 
the VaUey. Descendants of the Spanish conquerors, 
heirs to the fabulous her itage their gra ndfathers 
and great-grandfathers hewed from t he w ilderness, 
they should indeed be proud. Macedon1? and S~l-
vador Vela were truly pioneer s in the Valley; pio-
neers on a gr and scale perhaps, hut never theless, 
they we~ among the first great men in H idalgo 
county . With their own br a ins a nd br ~wn they 
carved empires from the wilderness. And _ with the 
empires, they brought education a nd relig ion. They 
built, or helped to build, the first churches and 
schools in this par t of Texas. 
They set a pattern for us a ll to follow. 
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Panama Canal Aids Valley-1911 
(Editors Note: This story was taken from 
the July, 1911 edition of the Rio Grande Valley 
Magazine.) 
By E. G. Manning 
The completion of the Panama Canal means 
more to the people of the Rio Grande Valley than 
it does to any other community on earth. This 
may seem on the face of it to be a rather broad-
gauged assertion, and the reader will naturally 
want to know upon what _grounds we found our 
theory. 
It is common knowledge that the Lower Valley 
is already the peer of California in the production 
of a variety of crops, and only needs cheaper trans-
portation 0 make it the peer of the world. With 
the Panama Canal open to traff1c we will have a 
direct water route to the markets of the East and 
the Orient. The United States army now stationed 
in the Philippines, must be supplied with food and 
forage by way of San Francisco and the Pacific 
Ocean. The wheat and canned goods for the army 
comes from the Northern States, and is shipped 
by rail for thousands of miles before it reaches 
the ocean, and then it is from thirty to fifty days 
on the water. 
The Valley is the natural ihome of the potato, 
Egyptian wheat (from· which is made the best flour 
for bread), beans and all of the forage crops, to 
say nothing of beef and mutton. If, then, all of 
these things can be grown succes£fully here (and 
the man is yet to be found w'ho will deny that they 
are), then the army will be supplied direct from 
the Valley and the products intended for the troops 
in the Islands and in Hawaii will he purchased in 
the Valley and shipped direct to their destination 
via the canal, with a saving in time and mileage 
that will mean a saving of millions of dollars to 
the people of the United States. This is merely one 
of the many advantages of the Panama Canal, and 
its relation to the Valley. 
Brownsville is destined to he one of the great-
est cities in the world when that Canal is completed. 
The people of that town should be up and doing 
right now, and never give up the fight until a chan-
nel iS run from the Gulf to the very doors of the 
city. This will serve to divert most of the freight 
now hauled by the railways for shipment by water, 
and will lower freight rates at least fifty per cent 
from points in the North to the Valley towns. When 
the canal is completed it will give the towns of the 
Valley direct water transportation from Browns-
ville to the Orient without change. Brownsville 
will undoubtedly become the chief naval base of the 
, United States in the event that the Canal is com_ 
pleted (and everybody from Taft to W. J. Bryan 
says it will be completed shortly). If Brownsville 
only knew it, she is the most important city on the 
Gulf Coast today. This is not said with the inten-
tion of casting stones at the efforts being put forth 
by the other Gulf towns in their desire to become 
great sea ports, but we say it because it is a fact, 
and is made so by the location of the town. 
Nature itself makes Brownsville the logical 
gateway of the Southwest for all products of this 
section intended for the Orient trade, and it is the 
duty of the Valley towns to aid Brownsville in every 
way possible to hecome the center of the world's 
attention. In making Brownsville the greatest sea-
port we only add to our own glory and future great-
ness, for we cannot possibly all be sea-ports, and 
it behooves us to make Brownsville one for our own 
good and welfare. Brownsville, however, must 
show a spirit of bustle and determination, and when 
she gets this move on her; in fact, when she gets 
up steam and begins to make a noise in Congress, 
then we pelieve that the Valley towns will join 
with her in her fight for deep water. But RO long 
as she remains dormant and busies herself with Jook. 
ing for the homeseeker to sell land to, and gives 
more time to bull fights at Matamoros than to fights 
for a better town, just so long will the other towns 
of the Valley hold aloof. These other towns are 
dependent on the lands that are under cultivation 
and that are being put under cultivation for their 
existence, and they do not feel like aiding Browns-
ville to become the homeseekcrs' Paradise, and 
certainly cannot be expected to assist Brownsville 
in selling her surrounding lands. The value of the 
lands surrounding Brownsville is not quite as good 
and this is admitted by the Brownsville people, so \ 
as the lands up the Valley for farming purposes, 
so we would like to see Brownsville attend to her 
future as a great sea port, and thereby aid the 
farmers of the Valley in their desire to get deep 
water transportation near at hand. 
Brownsville, as we stated above, is destined 
to be a great naval base and a great gateway, but 
she should be showing some inclination to help 
Uncle Sam along in his work of building the Canal 
by digging a channel to Point Isabel, or to some 
other nearer point, and then when the Canal is com-
pleted Uncle Sam will find a ready gateway for the 
products of the people. 
There is no question but what the channel will 
be built some day, the pressure which the people 
of the up-valley points will put behind it will bring 
about the desired results, but we would like to see 
Br~wnsville up and stirring, and have the Canal 
ready by the time Uncle Sam completes his big 
job in Panama. 
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John Closner, Hidalgo [owman -1890 
By Dora Mae Kelley 
One day in 1883 a young man about thirty years 
of age was c.arried off a ship on a stretcher at 
Port Isabel, Texas. His sole possessions amounted 
to fifteen dollars. He had come to the coast in 
search of both. health and wealth; he had little of 
either. 
John Closner had been born in New Glaris, 
Wisconsin, in 1853, and in infancy had been taken 
to Mt'tnesota by his father. At the age of fourteen 
his family had moved to Iowa; not long afterward, 
they moved to Nebraska. In 1871 the Closners came 
to Texas, settling in the northern part of the state. 
The doctors who had sent John Closner to the 
coast in 1883 had said that he needed an outdoor 
life. Remembering their advice, he signed a con-
tract to carry the mail between Brownsville and 
Rio Grande City when he got well. 
The first year he drove the mail wagon himself, 
an arduous as well as a dangerous bs!, b thas0 
days, for the country was wild and unsettled and 
there were many desperate men along the b~rder. 
As he drove 'the mail wagon through Hidalgo 
County, he observed the land. He soon discovered 
that the country around Hidalgo was extremely 
fertile even though it was covered with cactus, 
mesquite, and undergrowth of various types. In 
1884 he decided to move· to Hidalgo so that he 
could buy some land as soon as he had saved 
enough money to purchase a tract. 
When Closner took over as sheriff in 1889, the 
"free State of Hidalgo" was so lawless that it was 
attracting statewide attention. The highlight of his 
career as an officer of the law was his setting a 
trap for the Santa Cruz rustler gang. Friends of 
Closner lured members of the gang into a card 
game at their headquarters five miles northwest 
. of Edinburg. While they were so engaged, Closner 
and his deputies with six-shooters in band surround-
ed the rustlers and, at a prearranged signal, or-
dered their surrender. Closner continued in office 
until 1912. 
While he was making Hidalgo County a safe 
place to live, he was also planning another career 
for himself. In 1884 he began buying up cheap land, 
ranging in price from ,twenty-five cents to one 
dollar per acre. The land had only one basis of 
value, what is was worth to the cowman, and that 
was not much. Closner, however, had a hunch that 
the land could be put to better use, and ihis tmrifty 
habits enabled him to add to his original tract until 
at the time the Brownsville railroad came through, 
he owned 45,000 acres. 
In 1896 John Closner possessed enough money 
to realize his earlier dream, and he made his first 
large purchase of land - one thousand acres east 
of Hidalgo, a portion of what is now known as the 
San Juan Plantation. 
Thus began a long line of accomplishments Hi-
dalgo County owes to John Closner. With the be-
ginning of farming, he introduced irrigation to the 
upper Valley. He put in a large pumping plant 
p~wered by a -primitive pump which he had devised. 
He then started the construction of a canal system, 
which brought water from the Rio Grande to his 
plantation. 
Closner might well have been content to rest 
on his laurels as the "Valley Burbank," but he was 
never content with glory or honor, choosing only to 
serve humanity. He was one of the founders of the 
town of Chapin - later renamed Edinburg -
wh:cl1 y;as thz county seat of Hidalgo i:J. 1908. He 
also founded the town of San Juan, Texas, which 
was named after him. 
In 1908 John Closner secured the services of 
Sam Robertson, the construction engineer of the 
St. Louis, Brownsville, and Mexico Railroad. It was 
agreed that Robertson would promote a railroad 
spur from the Sam Fordyce or Upper Valley line 
to Chapin (Edinburg). When it appeared uncertain 
whether the work could proceed because of a lack 
of money, it was Closner who led those courageous 
men who dug deeper into their resources to finance 
the line. When the line was unable to secure the 
necessary steel rails, Closner arranged a deal with 
Dilly and Sons of Palestine, Texas, for the needed 
materials. In the fall of 1908 the first train pulled 
into the county seat. 
When John Closner came to the Valley, all was 
lawlessness and banditry. While he was sheriff, the 
area became s1 place in which settlers might live 
in freedom. When Ile arrived, there was no trans-
portation except a stage line. He did more than any 
other person to promote a railroad to the " free 
State of Hidalgo." There had been no modern com-
munication in the county until he had the first tele-
phone wire strung. He brought the Lower R.io Grande 
Valley to the nation's attention when he won first 
prize at the Saint Louis Exposition of 1904 for the 
world's finest sugar raised on the San Juan Plan_ 
tation. He also introduced the growing of alfalfa 
to the Valley. John Closner was truly the backbone 
of Hidalgo Count:v. one of its foremost founders and 
pioneer planters. He led the way 1,md others follow-
ed. 
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Indians In The Valley-1000 
By Robert Hodges 
In the Rio Grande Valley lies a treasure trove 
of unexplored history. The Valley, really a rivet 
delta, has been the home of many Indian tribes 
since the close of the last Ice Age. 
It has been the home of several important civi-
lizations. The Brownsville culture, which be~an 
about 1000 A. D., was a very advanced culture and 
has attracted much attention because of its fine 
pottery and because of the extensive work in sea 
shells. 
Another large culture that was of importance 
to the Valley was that of the Coahuiltecan tribes. 
These people, united by both common language and 
ancestry, made up a group of about thirty-six tribes 
and, roughly, covered the area from Matamoros to 
Laredo. The heart of the nation was in the area 
that the waters of the Falcon Reservoir - some 
seventy-five miles above Hidalgo, Texas - will 
cover. In this area fifty-five sites or both aboriginal 
and Spanish colonial types have been uncovered. 
Dr. T. N. Campbell, in the summer of 1949, made 
the statement that a· burial mound in this section 
was one of the largest he had ever seen. He approxi-
mated it as 'being a mile and a half long and some 
thirty feet high. Dr. Campbell is professor of an-
thropology and Director of Research in Anthropo. 
logy in the University of Texas, and he is at present 
working on this site along with scientists from the 
Smithsonian Institute. A great deal more will be 
known about these early peoples as. a result of these 
findings, 
The aboriginal sites, of which four-fifths of all 
explored sites consisted, showed a few possible 
aboriginal attempts at building stone .houses or 
other structures. Most of the artifacts discovered 
were knives and atlatl clart points. although a num-
ber of scrapers (for scraping hides), arro\1/hea• 
gravers , perforators (for making holes in arrow-
head ba;;es and for sewing in skins), choppers, 
hammers, and gouges were found. In many places 
flakes, in connection with blanks, rejects. and 
cores, are found in piles just as though they had 
been accumulated and dumped. 
The diet of these peoples, the ancestors of the 
Coahuiltecans, seemed to consist chiefly of deer, 
fresh water mussels, snails, and an occasional ve-
getable. The only type of personal ornaments un-
covered to any large extent are perforated mussel 
shells. Worked shell and bone seems to be rare, al-
though one conch shell gorget was picked up. 
The importance of this work cannot be empha. 
sized too much. At this time work on the dam spill-
way has been completed. Of the fifty-five sites lo-
cated most of them were in the immediate area of 
the dam and spillway with the rest scatter8'!l with-
in easy access of the river and highway. These 
sites are only the most obvious of the ones in the 
proposed dam and reservoir area. The reservoir is 
to be forty miles long and four and a half r' 
wide. Archeologists working against time and han-
dicapped by lack of sufficient funds have only until 
1953 to complete excavation of this priceless record 
of man's early history in the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley. 
The first historical period in Indian history in 
the Valley began with the establishment of two 
missions. They were the San Joaquin del Monte, 
established in Reynosa about 1749, and the San 
Augustine de Laredo, founded March 5, 1749. The 
latter was located 5.3 miles southeast of Camargo, 
Tamaulipas, Mexico. 
San Joaquin served the Nazan, Pintas, Harices, 
Comecrudas, and Tejones. The last two were mem-
bers of the Coahuiltecan tribes. 
San Augustine served the Toreguanos, Pajari-
tos, Paysanos, Cueros Crudas, and Tejones. Of 
thes,, just the Tejones were Coahuiltecans. 
Amon.~ the Indians that have inhabited this 
area during historical times are the Karankawas, 
the Carrizos (who probably possessed the purest 
blood strains of the Coahuiltecansl, the Comanches, 
the Lipans, the Mescaleros, the Caigus, the Apache, 
and a so-called tribe that consisted of Negro, Indian, 
and Mexican halfbreeds. This group was sometimes 
erroneously called the Seminole tribe. They inhabit-
ed the lower portion of Padre Island. This tribe was 
greatly feared by the Indians near them, for they 
were quick to anger and fierce fighters. They also 
had very superior weapons. These weapons con-
sisted of short, strong bows, short lances, and body-
length bullhide shields that were much decorated 
with strange, mystic signs. 
Without the Indian, the Spaniard would have 
found it necessary to have built his knowledge of 
this area from the ground up. It is quite conceiv-
able that the absence of the Indian in this area, al-
though he did keep the Spaniard out for about 200 
years, would have set the Valley, as it is now, back 
a hundred or so years. 
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It was a gay day for the pioneAr citizens of Sam-
fordyce in the Rio Grartde Vall0 •· when the first 
train pulled into the little commt·:1ity in 1904. One 
of the first men to step from U.c train platform 
was Dr. J. M. F. Mc:\Iillan. 
Dr. McMillan was 50 years r lcl r--1 that histor-
ical day and he had come to , ~t:·,, in the little 
community. The Doctor built a 1~1r~ber yard and 
hotel there as his contribution 10 'he growth of 
the town. 
In 1906 Dr. McMillan moveci t0 ·:;est McAllen, 
built a drug store and began p":-ct'~ing medicine 
all over the county He was ,. fz. miliar site to 
pioneer citizens as he rode in his · ,0--rc drawn bug-
gy to care for the sick of the \·~ne·,. Often the 
doctor had to have a guide to lea -1 hi'"'l as he went 
as far as 30 miles deep into t·· A hack country. 
There were no public roads and traveling was' no 
pleasure. 
In 1908 the Doctor moved his · ··:v-,ice to (Chap. 
in (now Edinhurg). He built th··-~ !;mall wooden 
buildings and opened another dru;- - re. The Mc-
Jv.lillan Building (where the Corn:!· Drug_ Store is 
(presently located) is built on the si' ':' tract of land 
that Dr. McMillan first built his ~r.0c small build-
ings on. 
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In 1926 the Doctor retired from active. practice 
of medicine. Always a great sportsman-he loved 
to hunt and fish-he used his spare time after re-
tirement to devote to the outside sports. 
Whc-n Dr. llcMillan made his historical first 
trip to the Valley he saw only two ranch houses. 
The country, which is today thickly settled, was 
then almost an unoccupied territory. 
Dr. McMillan died in Edinburg in 1943 at the 
age of 89. He spent 39 years of his life in the 
Valley. 
During- his llteume he related many interesting 
stories to friends and relatives. Once he was called 
to aid a man who had been shot north of Edin-
burg. When he got nea r the spot where the injured 
man was he was blindfolded aad led to the injured 
man. 
D1·. McMillan was born in Missouri and moved 
to Fort Worth, Texas at an early age From Fort 
Worth he went to Nashville to attend :\ledical 
School and from there he moved to Oklahoma . 
Again moving to Texas, this time to Seguin, he 
still found himself not quite in the right place. 
From Seguin he moved to the Valley, which he 
made his home until death. 
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Early Hidalgo Ranches - 1893 
(Editor's Not<': The following descriptions of 
Reynosa and Hidalgo County ranches were writ-
ten by Lt. W. H. Chatfield, U. S. A., in 1893 and 
contained in a booklet entith'd "Twin Cities of 
the Bord<'r") 
. The Mexican town of Reynosa. directly opposite 
Edmhurg, is built on a rocky hill, and has a very 
imposing-looking cathedral and a number of large 
commercial houses and private dwellings. all in 
t~e Mexican style of architecture and made dazz-
ling by the use of whitewash. A consider::ible num-
b~r _of regular ·troops are stationed there. Reynosa 
V1_eJa, or Old Reynosa, was located twenty-four 
miles further west; the town was completely de-
stroyed mnny years ago by a flood in the Rio 
Grand", ~nd one of the re8idcnts exchanged the 
present site for lands lying in Cameron county 
Texas. ' 
. The first ranch at the west side of the county 
Is Las Cucvas, which is namc>d from a small chain 
of hills in the vicinity which contain numerous 
caves. Repeated inquiries failc>d to elicit anv ac-
curate information concerning the caves and· thev 
will consequently afford some venturesom<:l perso~ 
a_ good opportunity to explor::- what will be prac-
tically a new discovery_ 
They seem to be natural caves ;ind not a re-
sult of the action of water upon the soil. M 
Schunior, of the Customs service, says he went a 
few feet into one of them, hut it was so dark and 
damp that he hastened back to the sunli<rht and 
fresh air. "' 
Las Cucvas Ranc!J was once a pla~e of resort 
for the worst class of ruffians along the border. 
Man:v: travelers were lost to human ken upon 
reachmg that dangerous ..spot. The remains of cat-
tle pens, in which stolen stock was kept until a 
favo:·able opp?rtu~i!y arose for crossing it into 
Mexico, arc _still v1s1ble, though rapidly fal].ing into 
decay. During the war a Confederate wagon train 
~Vall attackC'd by ruffians at the bend of the roact 
Just at the ~oot of the hills. and two of the t~ams-
ters were killed. At a later period Capt. McN'el!:v 
qf t~e Rane:ers, had a brisk fight with some ~f 
Cortmas' men at this point. They were driving 
off a large herd of cattle from the back countn; 
and Capt. \I cNeli:v's p11r 0 --it ., . .,., so rapid that h~ 
overtook the thieves at the river; he was ,. 
to prevent . them fr?m crossing. but he threw his· 
command rnto Mexico without the lea~t hesitation 
Several of the gang of robbers bit the dust anf 
a large portion of the cattle were returned to thei 
o~,-ners. Those were times when a man carrier] 
hi!1 llfc by a slendC'l· thr<2ad. IP1t the single ".1acal" 
now occupying the scene of so much iniquity ·look-
ed very pacific as the compiler passed that way. 
Its legends will out-live its decaying walls. 
J<'rom Las Cuevas to Brownsville, a distance 
of about seventy-five miles, the land ''n eithE>r side 
vf the road is cultivated to a sma,1 extent. 
The Havana Ranch is a half-way Htation on 
the road between Rio Grande City and Edinburg. 
There is quite a good sized settlement, the pDP-
ulation consisting of Mexicans, with one exception, 
Geor1;e W. Miller, an American who teaches school 
at. the ranch. Mr. Miller was a comrade of Mr. 
lt'ranz, of Edinburg. in the Federal Army during 
the war (civil); they settled in this valley at about 
the same time and soon became thoroughly identi-
fied with his county. Mr. Miller is Com missioner 
for the Third Precinct of Hidalgo county, in which 
the Havana Ranch is situated. Ahout a dozen "ja-
cah;·•, a Catholic chapel and a store, comprise the , 
settlement. A kindly old Mexican keeps open hou~c 
for travelers and provides refreshment for man 
and beast. 
The Monterrey Ranch, a few miles farther 
east. is not as compactly built as the Havana 
Ranch; the jacals are further apart, but some of 
them are quite large and present a neat appear-
ance from the road. The usual small store, with 
it<; •cantv stock of assorted goods, figures in the 
sett,lement. 
Penitas Ranch is the next settlement of any 
pretensions which is passed on the road to Hi-
dalgo. From this point to Brownsville the coun-
try is almost as level as a floor, and as produc-
tive as the Valley of the Nile. 
Tbere are a number of ranches situated on 
the county road between Penitas and Hidalgo, and 
many more hidden away in the brush. Granjeno 
i~ a point of gome interest, as it is here that the 
flnc,d w:aters of the Ri() Grande first break out from 
the main stream. After passing Hidalgo, or Ed-
inbur<t. the ranches are quite close together. The 
Santa° Cruz and Capote ranches are inhabited en-
tirelv bv :\Texicans, but Jackson's ranch is a negro 
~cttiem~nt which- has grown up from ran-awav 
slaves havini; settled there and intermarried with 
rvrexicans. Eli Jackson. the principal man of the 
~ettlement and from whom it is named, is County 
Commissioner for the Second Precinct, and . occu-
pies a prominent place in the affairs of Hidalgo 
Col'ntv. 
The principal ranches from Jackson•~ to the 
.rountv line on the east are Rutledge·s, McAll~n•s, 
[.'1 Blanca. Aa,,a Xegra, Rosaria, San Fran~1sco. 
tlud;vvale and Zacatal. 
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courthouses 
Nathaniel Jackson - 1858 
By :\Jary Alice Ramirez 
A friend to all and renowned for his kindness 
througout the Lower Rio Grande Valley was Na-
thaniel Jackson. If anyone came to his doorstep 
hungry or seeking refuge, no matter what color, 
race or creed, they were never refused food, cloth-
iug or shelter. He was alw'1.ys sought after for 
a3vice and help which he willingly gave to all. 
Jackson. a full-blooded Cherokee, was born in 
Alabama. He came to the Rio Grande Valley in 
lii58 in five covered wagons. In these, he had all 
th(; belongings he could bring and the slaves 
which he had freed. The journey took them two 
mont'1s with many h~.rdships. Fording rivers, 
warrhng off wild animals and getting enc,ugh food 
iJnd water were but a few of the hardships they 
had to endure. 
His family was a large one. He brought with 
him his wife, who was of French and Cherokee 
<lesce'lt, from Alabama. She had been widowed 
and left with three daughters to care for. After 
her marriage to Nathaniel, she hact five sons and 
two daughters. These were Apolonio, Abram, John, 
Ely, Martm, Matilde and Lucinda. 
Vpon his arrival, Nathaniel bought thousands of 
acres ef land in Hidalgo County from Narciso Ca-
vazos, was from twe,1ty to twenty-five miles long 
anJ fifteen miles wide. It was where the towns of 
Sa11 Juan, Alamo and parts of Donna and Edin-
burg are now located and to the river's edge. 
He grew au foods that were needed to feed 
his family on the ranch. Among the most impor-
tant were corn, pinto beans, potatoes, yams, and 
:t little sugar cane. In order to have enough food 
for the winter months, the food was stored some 
place where rain and flood waters wouldn't reach 
He also raised cattle and sheep which furnish-
ed him with an abundance of meat, wool and some 
leather. He, like all other men, would let his 
cat~le roam the fields. There were no disputes over 
gnn:ing iand among the men. Barbed wire had not 
b::-en used in this section at that time. 
Any excess food or other products would be 
tako:: to Davis Ranch which is now known as Rio 
Grande City. The main means of transportation 
was bv steamboat. One of the main diversions of 
the local people was the loud whistle the boats had 
because there was little to break the monotony of 
the daily life. 
When Jackson came from Alabama the south-
crn and northern states were bitterly diRputing 
Stat".; I:ights.. A ,·cry f~w ~-cars after his arrival 
in the Valley, war broke c;:, between the States. 
E-:en though there wasn·t ,·cry much heavy fight-
ing alor,g the Mexican b.1·.:kr, Nathaniel still help-
ed the Union. 
One of his fa'latica1 b::- icfs w:is thrrt Texas 
should hayc never sccc,~,'J from the Union. He 
wasn't a political icader, b·;t !1is opinion was high-
ly con~idcred in grave nHllt-.,·s. 
HP didn't have man·, b1"incss transactions in 
hi~ ! 1ter years but one ti1:it i; most outstanding in 
hs fomily's memoirs is tile selling of land to John 
Cloimer for one dollar and twenty-five cents an 
ac,·e. This was a very good price for land at that 
tir.11'. Some time before he had sold some other 
lanrl for nineteen cents an acre because he didn't 
believe it was very good. Now there is a citrus 
fruit orchard on this land and it sells for as much 
as 011e thousand dollars an acre. 
'lhe> church was built of adobe and logs with 
palm leaves on the roof. In those days there were 
C'1e er two floods a year and in these, the adobe 
h:.iu~cs would be partialJy washed away. After each 
floc,d, the homes rind the church would have to 
be rebuilt. The Jackson Ranch was on the river, 
he:-,re the flood waters would run over it often. 
During these floods, everyone was hospitable. 
The families that were flooded out would stay at 
neighbor's homes. The people would have to go 
out later in rowboats and rescue the animals that 
hadn"t been dro1Vncd or had not swum to safety. 
ThP~e times were always fun for the children. To 
watch olcter people go out and salvage whatever 
t'1ey could from a hilltop or higher ground proved 
hscmating. The water usually rose from three to 
five feet and only housetops could be seen in the 
low an,as. 
When :ill the crops had been harvested, a re-
vival was usuctlly held, lasting about two weeks. 
All the people would get together at the Jackson 
Ranch and have a gooct time. Temporary homes 
wuuld be set up for those> coming from long dis-
tances. Hospitality was what Nathaniel offered to 
c,·cr,>or.c. • 
As we c:in :;cc, Nathaniel Jacks0n befriended 
every person he knew. It made no difference what 
r::cc 0r 1valk of life he came from, to him they 
were all friends and treated as such. As a pioneer, 
he 11''15 hard-workmg and industrious and did ev-
t:rythir.g llc could to help others. 
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Tales Of Monte Christo-1910 
As Told By )lrs. Otto Woods • 
I came to Monte Christo as a young woman in 
191.0 with my two small children, Dixie Lee and 
Mc zelle, to jojn my husband, Otto, who had gone 
the:-e ::i montil earlier as manager of the Melado 
Land Co. He had been sent by John and George 
Hammond of Houston, with whom he had been as-
sociated several years in oil drilling. 
,vhen I joined Otto in November, I was horri-
fied by the wildness and loneliness of the country. 
Here I was, Ludie Cartwright Woods, born and 
reared in East Texas, used to the comfort and con-
veniences of the Old South, a p ioneer woman! My 
only desire was to get right back on that train and 
· return to civilization. 
We stayed at the hotel run by Link Hines. After 
eatinJ an apple pie which had been seasoned with 
camphor by mistake and being fed boiled jaC'k-
rabliit with turnips, I told Otto to get me out of 
there. 
Sooo after this, our third daughter, Ludie, was 
born. She was the first white child to be born in 
Monte Christo and was given ten acres of land for 
this accomplishment. A year later twin daughters, 
Dorothy and Dorris, were born. 
The Land Compa1'ly of which Otto was manager, 
sold tracts to home seekers coming from the north 
on excursions. I always felt sorry for the people, 
for I just knew the coyotes would get them. The 
coyotes would run all over thi. yard and scratch on 
my door at night. Neither was there any shortage 
of panther. lion, deer and other wild life. 
I was afraid of the Mexicans, having live_d in 
East Texas all my life. I had never before seen any 
and knew very little about them. However, I soon 
found them to be very friendly and good workers. 
We paid them 45 cents a day to clear land and farm. 
When I c.ame to Monte Christo there were only 
a few families, but we did have a postoffice and 
print shop. In the next few years a school and 
church were established, businesses begun and a. 
railroad connection. The town grew rapidly. Some 
of the early families, the Warnocks, Lotts, Killin-
gers and Fields are still in the Valley. 
One of our biggest thrills was the day the train 
came to Monte Ch.risto. 
About 1913 part of the Melado Tract was bdng 
1-anched by the Capt. Sterling family. The Sterling 
boys, Ed and Bill were typical frontier Texans with 
six-shooters on each hip. 
In 1914, trouble began in Monte Christo. There 
was a great deal of bloodshed among the settlers 
due to misunderstandings and disputes, but with 
all the shooting there were only two killings. 
Soon after the bandits began to come from 
across the border. People slept with a pistol under 
their pillows, rifles under their beds ready for use 
and fear in their hearts. 
Often a cowboy would ride into town yelling 
loudly, "Bandit raid, bandit raid". Many times it 
was a false alarm. but everyone would run for the 
schoolhouse until they knew it was safe. 
At. night neighbors would stay together for 
safety. A couple from Indiana and a schoolteacher 
would often stay with us. One night she remarked 
she was so tired of all the watching and nothing 
happening. That very night the bandits rode 
through our pastures near the house, cutting fences 
and running the horses into the corrals so they 
coul<i catch them. We also had to watch the stock, 
for the bandits would slaughter the cattle for meat 
when hungry. 
Finally an appeal was made to Governor Fer-
guson for protection. Thus Capt. Ransom and a 
number of Texas Rangers were stationed at :\1onte 
Christo. Paul West, brother of the late Congress-
man Milton West. was among the Rangers. He be-
came a close friend of the family and was like an 
uncle to our five little daughters who loved him 
dearly. 
The person really responsible for ridding us of 
the bandits was the late A. Y. Baker, sheriff of Hi-
dalgo County. He came over, b~nging about 25 or 
30 deputies and beat the brush from Monte Christo 
north, hunting bandits. It was an ''every man for 
himself" gun battle. When they came back in, I 
would make coffee for all of them and the kitchen 
would be full. (Glad coffee wasn't 95 cents a pound 
then). I wish I could tell you the bloodcurdling 
tales related at these gatherings. 
When the bandit trouble ended, Monte Christo 
had almost become a ghost town. Families had 
moved, leaving the'ir homes and sometimes even 
their furniture, due to bandits and failure of the wa-
ter supply. 
Otto took over the entire Melado tract and it 
became the Monte Christo Ranch. For years and 
years he kept the buildings and houses in repair, 
but time finally took its toll. 
About 1930 the depot was moved from Monte 
Christo and in 1934 our family left Monte Christo, 
moving to Mission. 
Today nothing is left of this town which was 
the scene of so much excitement. Only the ranch 
house and its buildings remain. The town site is 
once again covered with sage, cactus and mesquite 
and nothing is left to show a proud town once 
stood there. 
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The Wonderful Valley - 1952 
The Lo.,,-.er '.aic, Grande Valley of Texas is a 
mixture ,of lengend, adventw-e and achievement and 
with this is mixed romance of a new frontier, shot 
through and through with the bright and shining 
romance of human courage and daring. It is lit-
erally hand-hewn from a jungle of native mesquite, 
huisache and ebony trees-strewn with the wickedly 
spined cactus. This is a rich section of land ly-
ing along the banks of the Rio Grande. It was set-
tled by pioneers in whose hearts burned a vision, 
in whose minds dwelt the will, and in• whose muscles 
had the strength to make a dream come true. It 
was the dream of a garden in the desert. 
The dark troubled border days were filled with 
bandit raids and rattlesnakes were an ever present 
menace. The hard labor made little headway 
against the amazing growth of the native plants. 
People yearned for the comfort of friends and homes 
that they had left behind. "From those days of 
travail was born a modern miracle--0ur Magic 
Valley." 
The Valley has enormous potentialities and we 
have only begun to scratch the surface of the Val-
ley's agricultural possibilities. A number of high-
ly profitable crops have not as yet been instituted. 
One thing that may be raised in commercial quan-
tities in the futw-e is the avocado. One of the most 
publicized crops is citrus, which has suffered a ter-
rible disaster the last two years. Another one of 
the famous crops is the winter vegetables which 
furnishes Mr. and Mrs. John Citizen with garden-
fresh vegetables although he may live thousands 
of miles away from our Magic Valley. 
"Our climate is mild and consistent; it is a 
statistical fact that every year the medical profes-
sion is sending additional numbers of people to the 
Valley for their health." 
Many people come to the Valley each winter to 
escape the cold weather in the Northern and East-
ern States. 
"No wonder the Va·lley has been a white spot 
on the nation's map for years! Although it com-
prises less than two per cent of the total area of 
Texas, the Valley holds first place in citrus, cot-
ton, and vegetable production and the 1948 farm in-
come was well over a hundred million dollars." 
Besides the busy highways and byways that are 
lined with the stately palms that help to beautify 
the Valley the Bougainvillea or the "Chinese paper 
flower" has been planted from Rio Grande City to 
Brownsville which creates an avenue of beauty and 
color, and all the people of the Valley wish that 
soon all America will know of its beauty. 
The Valley that has already been blessed by 
many other advantages has had a fortune of "black 
gold" literally dumped into its lap. " The great de-
velopment of the oil and gas projects of the Valley 
has brought much wealth and prosperity to this 
section." 
In South Texas area are to be found many dif-
ferent types of kinds of crude oils. In the Valley 
there is a crude oil for almost every use imaginable. 
T:1e refineries are making many products from 
t:.ef= crudes. Some of these are wax, paraffin, ,1]1 
1 9e3 of gear oils, greases, lubricating oils, diesel 
f els , all types of burn.ing oils, kerosenes, and all 
t: pcs of gasolines, including aviation gasoline and 
rran:, other specialty fuels . 
"The natural gas, of which T~xas has a great 
a "bundance, is fostering our industry by giving us 
a low cost dependable fuel to offer industry in gen-
eral. The Lower Rio Grande Valley is directly over 
one of the world's largest reservoirs of natural gas." 
A project in the Rio Grande Valley that is being 
constructed now is the Falcon Dam. This is sixteen 
miles west, just over the Starr County line in Za-
pata County. This is giving many people. employ-
ment and will help to regulate the division of the 
water of the Rio Grande. 
Also "the Rio Grande Valley is a land of ex-
tremes and contradictions. It is probably one of the 
buggiest spots in the world, for insects breed the 
year round in its subtropical clima te . Fortunately 
bug eats bug, so that with a few notable exceptions 
there is no great pest menace." 
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Colonization Of Hidalgo-1747 
The early Spaniards were the greatest explorers 
and colonizers that the World has ever known, and 
Jose de Escandon was built of typical Spanish stock. 
Prior to September in the year 1746, Jose de Ecan-
don had successfully colonized the mountaincus 
area of Northeastern Mexico lying between the 
present cities of Queretaro and Monterrey. In rec-
ognition of his services to the Crown, he had been 
given the title "El Conde de la Sierra Gorda" (the 
Count of the Rich Mountain Range). 
On September 3, 1746, Escandon was named 
Captain General and Governor of the Province of 
Nuevo Santander, and when he accepted that of-
fice, he assumed the solemn obligation to colonize 
the province. 
The Province of Nuevo Santander was bounded 
on the South by the Panuco River, at the mouth 
of which is located the City of Tampico; on the 
West by the East range of the Sierra Madre (the 
Sierra Gorda of which Escandon had been named 
el Conde); on the North by the San Antonio River; 
and on the East by the Gulf of Mexico. 
The Rio Grande ran through the Province of 
Nuevo Santander and at that time, the Valley of 
the Rio Grande,from the present town of Eagle 
Pass to the Gulf of Mexico was an arid wilderness 
of cactus and mesquite inhabited only by Indians. 
Nothing was known about this Valley except that 
in it was located El Sal del Rey (The King's Salt 
Lake) to which a few expeditions had been dis_ 
patched for the purpose of supplying salt, which 
was a scarce and valuable commodity. 
Free land was the only thing which Escandon 
could offer to his prospective colonists. It was the 
opportunity to obtain free grants of land in virgin 
territory which brought the early Spanish settlers 
into this area. However, in order to obtain these 
grants of land, the grantees had to assume certain 
serious obligations. They had to agree to estab-
lish homes, to improve the lands and to help sub-
due and educate the pagan Indians who inhabited 
the area. The Church was to take the lead in the 
matter of converting and educating the Indians, but 
the settlers were charged with the duty to assist in 
every way possible. The hardships which these 
early settlers had to endure were tremendous, but 
the Spaniards were sturdy people. 
In 1747 Escandon made his first trip into the 
Rio Grande Valley for the purpose of inspection 
and reconnaissance to determine how best to go 
about his colonization program. In his colonization 
of the Provine, of Nuevo Santander, Escandon 
established over twenty towns, but the most im-
portant one to the history of Hidalgo County was 
the settlement located on the South bank of the 
Rio Grande at a point just opposite the present vil-
lage of Penitas in western Hidalgo County, named 
Nuestra S~nora de Guadalupe de Reynosa, now 
known as Reynosa Viejo. The town of Reynosa 
was established by Escandon in 1749 with a nucleus 
of forty families which were placed in charge of 
Carlos Cantu as Captain. By the year 1757, when 
an inspection trip was made by Jose Tienda de 
Cuerbo as Special Inspector of the 'Colony of Nuevo 
Santander, it was 'reported that there were 279 
Spaniards and about 300 Indians living in the Vil-
lage of Reynosa. 
Though the settlers had been promised grants 
of land in consideration of their agreement to move 
to the new area, no grants of land were made at the 
settlers of the Town of Reynosa until the year 
1767, at which time a Royal Commission was ap-
pointed for this purpose. The report of the action 
taken by this commission is recorded in a docu-
ment which is known as the General Visit of the 
Royal Commission to the Colony of Nuevo Santen-
der commonly referred to as the Visita. The duties 
of this commission were to appoint surveyors and 
experts to review the lands, to survey towns and 
jurisdictions, to make necessary arrangements for 
granting possession of the tracts of land to indivi-
dual colonists, and to have all transactions proper-
ly recorded in order that the settlers and mission-
aries would have clear title to their respective 
grants of land from the Crown of Spain. The re-
corded history of the titles to the land in Hidalgo 
County begins in the year 1767, when the Royal 
Commission made the initial grants of the Reynosa 
porciones. 
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History Of Monte Christo-1860 
When the Valley was young, :\Ionte Christo was 
one of the thriving tbwns in the Valley, along with 
Brownsville, Mercedes, Mission and Donna. 
Monte Christo was originally a part of the Vela 
Ranch. The Vclas came here from Mexico around 
1860. 30,000 acres were purchased from the Velas by 
S. H. Jackson or near Houston. He was the founder 
of Monte Christo, which means "Christ in the 
Brush". 
The development was first known as the Jack-
son Development Company and in 1910 reorganized 
as the Melado Land Company." 
Monte Christo was located 15 miles north of 
Mission wl-ich was then only a small frontier town. 
It was christened. "The Garden Spot of thn Pnit.-,n_ 
States" and was advertised far and wide by the Me-
lado Land Company as a veritable Garden of Eden 
and they urged all to come see its wonders for 
themselves. The town was noted for the beautiful 
homes built there by the settlers. 
Farming was the main source of income. Water 
was the most important item in the Valley then, as 
now, and water was plentiful at Monte Christo, be-
ing furnished by four deep artesian wells, each hav-
ing a huge earthen reservoir into which. the water 
flowed. 
This well irrigation system installed at Monte 
Christo was the first large scale attempt in the 
Valley to use well water for irrigation. 
Staple crops Nere corn, cotton, oats, millet, milo 
maize, Kaffir corn, sorghum, etc., cabbage, onions, 
lettuce, spinach, radi:;hes. turnips, cauliflower, 
melons, sugar beets and alfalfa. There were also 
oranges, lemons, grapefruit, pecans, peaches, 
plums. strawberries, dewberries, blackberries, figs, 
grapes, etc. 
Livestock raising was recommended and the 
ladies were enticed with stories of beautiful palms, 
roses and tropical plants beyond belief. In the Mc-
lado Land Company advertisement booklet it was 
noted that Monte Christo had practically no sick-
ness and would be a very poor location for a doc. 
tor, as one was very rarely needed. Also, a grave-
yard couldn't be found. 
In 1909, June 20th, Virgil L-0tt, now living in 
Roma, came to Monte Cl-iristo to establish a week-
ly newspaper, having been employed by Sam Jack-
son for this purpose. The first lumber house to be 
built in Monte Christo was begun the next day to 
serve as print shop and living quarters. It wb.s the 
first residence to be completed in the town. The 
first issue of the paper, The Monte Christo Hustler, 
was printed around July 1st and was the first all-
English language newspaper in the Rio Grande 
Valley. A year and a half later he began publica-
tion of a magazine for the Melado tract. The Low. 
er Rio Grande Valley :\Iagazine, and today is the 
Citriculturist printed in Harlingen. 
The first car in the section was a Rea, a chain 
drive, two cylinder car painted a bright red. It 
belonged to the Land Company and was chauffeured 
hv a m;,n called Davis, ,vho turned out to be a taxi 
driver for everyone in town. It was the first car a 
lot of the natives had seen and children would run 
screaming with fright into their houses when it ap. 
preached and it set the horse running and snorting. 
By 1910 approximately 10 families had settled 
there and ten more were added in the following 
year. 
In 1911 a school was established and church was 
held by a visiting preacher in the schoolhouse which 
also served as the Community Building. 
In 1913 the first railroad to· Monte Christo. the 
San Benito-Rio Grande Valley Railway Company, 
began operating. "Red" Stevens was conductor on 
this train for many years and the pin-up of every 
child along the line. However, connections with Ray-
mondvillo were not completed until 1926. 
It might be said Monte Christo reached its peak 
in 1913. The town had a restaurant, post office and 
grocer:v, school, two hotels, lumber yard, mercan-
tile store, tavern, print shop and cotton gin. Sam 
Fields was depot agent and postmaster. 
New residents were being drawn by the Land 
Co. advertisements of the wonderful opportunities 
open to them. Many new families were buying land. 
and building homes. Business was booming. 
Then in 1914 the bandits struck. coming from 
:ic-rnss the border. raiding and frightening the resi-
dents. People began to move away. The bandits 
werp subdued around 1916. but due to fear and wa-
ter troubles, Monte Christo had become a ghost 
town a nd tod·•- only a r a nch house remains to 
mark the site. 
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-Rio Grande Entertainment-1800 
By Alma Nelda Barrera 
Entertainment in the Rio Grande Valley was 
provided by the settlers themselves. On Sundays 
the ranchers, farmers, and their families gathered 
for worship, picnics, dances, and colorful games. 
The games reflected the customs o[ the many na-
tionalities in the Valley. 
Because of the distances between them, the 
settlers selected Sunday as their day for entertain-
ing. They would start the day by hearing mass in 
the small church if a missionary were in the vicini-
ty; then they would adjourn to a near-by ranch for 
a picnic dinner in the woods where they would have 
cabrito, or kid, roasted Indian style. Other foods for 
the day included bread baked by the ladies and 
wild fruit. 
After the picnic lunch they went to see their 
favorite sport, coliadera, which had been introduced 
by the Spanish. Coliadera was held in a crudely-
constructed corral of logs with a long narrow hall 
in which a steer had been placed. A cowboy would 
mount his horse and wait a while for the steer to 
get acquainted with the corral. Then the cowboy 
would ride at breakneck speed, grab the steer's tail 
and wind it around its leg as many ti!Jles as he 
could until the steer fell to the ground. The action 
was timed, and the contestant finishing in the short-
est time would win a prize. If the contestant did not 
accomplish what he had set out to do, the small 
band played "La Gaita," a ridiculing song. Only 
local men could participate in the coliadera. Prom-
inent ranchers furnished m'oney for the prizes. 
Coliadera was followed immediately by sintas, 
which was introduced by the Portuguese. This game 
or sport was mainly for men in love. The men 
would mount their hor13es and at a go-signal,, would 
dash, after colored ribbons which were suspended 
from a pole parallel to the ground. The ribbons 
were of different colors, and each cowboy's objec-
tive was to obtain a ribbon without ripping it so 
that he could put it around the neck of his girl. 
Since the men were riding at top speed, some were 
not able to catch the ribbons without tearing them 
and were forced to pay the penalty of dancing with 
the less popular girls at the dance. 
In the fall the farmers celebrated the harvest-
ing of crops with ferias, or carnivals, which lasted 
about three or four weeks. The carnivals began 
with a formal dance to which former servicemen 
wore their uniforms and the ladies their best dress-
es. At this dance men did not present the girls with 
gifts. 
On the second night of the carnival was the 
retreta, or promenade, a centuries-old Spanish cus-
tom which is still practiced in Mexico today. The 
men walked in a _counter-clockwise circle while the 
girls walked in a clockwise circle. If a man wished 
to accompany a girl, he had to reverse his direction 
to a clockwise movement or sit down on one of the 
benches. The third night a sport dance was held. 
All entertainment was carried on in the plaza of the 
largest village. The farmers had booths for crops 
which they wanted to exchange with the other farm-
ers. Besides th€ dances, retreta, and the booths, 
there were coliaderas, sintas, and Mexican horse 
races. 
Each family in the village took two or three 
families from the country into their homes for the 
duration of the carnival. 
Cock fights were held all year round. The day 
of the fights• men gathered in the woods because 
cock fighting was illegal then as. it is tcday, and 
word was passed around by word of mouth instead 
of tom-toms. The feet of the cocks were incised, and 
knife blades were inserted. The cocks were forced 
to walk with the blades on so that they could get 
accustomed to the knifes. The cocks had been 
trained to fight so that when they were placed in the 
ring they knew what to do. Each cock would try to 
cut the other's throat, and the one who succeeded 
was the winner. 
During the Chrlstma., season a nativity pa-
geant, or posadas, was held. These posadas were 
held the last nine days of advent, which were sup-
posed to represent the nine days that Mary and 
Joseph traveled to Bethlehem before Christ was 
born. The settlers gathered at a certain house about 
five o'clock in the afternoon and then traveled to 
another house about four or five miles further, 
where they stopped for tamales, coffee, or cake. 
After they had eaten, thev sat down and chatted for 
a while and then returned home to get ready for the 
next night. The following night they rode to the 
place where they had left off the previous night 
and resumed their pil~rimage from there. They 
would do the same thing every night except that 
they stopped at different houses. Christmas was the 
most important; the final stop was made at a stable 
they had built for the purpose. At twelve o'clock the 
f<ettlers woi1ld haw• " mif1riight mass, or Misa de 
Gallo, as it was called. After the mass a feast , ... 
served with tamales, coffee, a pinata, and all the 
rest of the trimmings_ After the feast Mary, Joseph, 
the Christ child, the shepherds, the angels, and the 
little girl, the leader for the coming year, would be 
elected. 
These types of entertainment were held in the 
lower Rio Grande Valley from Samfordyce to near 
Brownsville in the last half of the nineteenth cen-
tury and in about the first decade of the twentieth 
century. Some of these customs are continued to 
this day in the Rio Grande Valley. 
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The La Coma Ranch-1903 
From The Hidalgo Advance, 1903 
The La Coma ranch is situated alJOut forty miles 
due north of Hidalgo at just about the geographical 
center of Hidalgo county. It is the home of Mr. 
William Frederick Sprague, a former resident of 
Providence, R. I. 
Sprague, the son of the late Byron Sprague, well-
known in Rhode Island as a member of a famou~ 
family, was born in Providence May 25, 1862 in the 
historic mansion on the corner of Young Orchard 
Avenue and Hope Street, and lived there until he 
left Providence for the West. , 
All through his young I.Joyhood the West is said 
to have had the greatest fascination for him and his 
ambition wa<; to engage in stock : , ising and busi-
ness of a kindred nature, then the al"Dost exclu!i,ive 
business of that region exceptini the raising of 
grain. 
A trip to the West in 1880, when he paid a visit 
of six months there, quite settled h::'1 in his deter-
mination to make Texas his home. In 1883, at the 
age of 21, he left Providence with that purpose. 
His first home was a mere hc1t. raised about 
three feet from the ground for -safety, and with a 
Mexican and his wife to care for him he started his 
housekeeping and the business of hm·se raising_ 
This kept him away from his primitive home 
much of the time, and it was onl~• far in the future 
that he saw the comfortable estate he now possesses. 
Adding much to his lands ;,nd getting them 
cleared of the wood by the Mc·;icans by giving 
them the use of portions for two years for the clear-
ing, he took up sheep raising an'i numerous flocks 
were added to his energetic care. Afterward he saw 
that the cattle business would be still more remuner-
ative and extended his business into this department 
of ranching. Now he ill the owner of thousands of 
cattle, but has gone out of the sheep business and 
only raises and trains horses for hi, own use and 
as draught horses, of which he us!'; large numbers. 
He saw that the irrigation of 1h~ land was tbe 
key to its riches and with the use of artesian wells 
and windmills he raises almost any product. The 
long arms of the windmills are seen in all directions 
as one looks out from the home farm. The truck 
farms and corn fields, the product of which is car-
ried to the railroads by use of at least 50 hOrses, 
proves him correct in his prediction. In carrying 
these products he uses tl,c big prairie schooner with 
four horses. 
Within a few years he conceived the idea of 
raising cotton and was the pioneer in this part of 
the state in this bu~iness. Now he owns a large 
cotton gin and gins out from 1,000 to 1,500 bales of 
cotton in a season. Last year he distributed 17 tons 
of cotton seed from his gin among the planters in 
this country. 
On :\Tarch 25, 1900, Sprague married Miss Fl0r-
ence Edna Kenedy, daughter of Captain and Mrs. 
E. J. Kenedy of Brownsville. 
Mr. Sprague now owns between 130,000 to 150,000 
acres of land and cor.trols over 200,000. The Rio 
Grande, which is the dividing line between Texas 
and Mexico, forms the southern boundary of Hidalgo 
county, and is 50 miles only from the La Coma 
Ranch, but the Sprague residence is 85 miles from 
Hebbronville, a point on the railway where one stops 
when visiting there. 
There are no incorporated towns in Hidalgo 
county and, consequently, the powers of .;overn-
ment are vested in the county officers, among 
which Mr- Sprague holds honorable positions and, 
judging by articles in the papers of neighboring 
cities of Hidalgo county, his fellow citizens are 
proud of his success in developing the resources o! 
Texas and of him as a citizen_ 
The Captain King ranch is not far from this 
place and the famous "El Sal del Rey,'' which 
stands in the front rank of the undeveloped mineral 
resources of Texas. 
(Review Editor's Note: Mr. and )lrs. Sprague 
moved from their ranch to San Antonio in 1913. 
One daughter, Harriet, was born to the union. 
Sprague died April 11, 1927. A street in Edinburg 
was named after him ) 
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The Rio Grande - 1860 
By Wanda Davi!': 
The Rio Grande has its source near the ghost 
town of Creede, Colorado. It jumps, twists, turns, 
and winds its way thrnugh the arid regions of New 
Mexico, and on its way to the Gulf forms the boun-
dary between the United States and Mexico, thus 
becoming an international stream. It meanders 
1,500 winding miles along the Texas southwest bor-
der. 
The Rio Grande would be an insignificant little 
stream if it we-e not for the considerable contribu-
tions of the Salado, the Alamo, the Devil's River, 
and the Pecos which empty into it. Were it not for 
these streams the Rio Grande would falter and 
would scarcely be able to make it to the Gulf; it 
would be a mere shallow stream only a few feet 
wide in places, dusty and narrow. 
Old-timers claim that its bottom is filled with 
the bones of those who fought for money, love, glory, 
and politics. Some persons describe it as a drowsy, 
silvery, and lonely river, but in reality it is just 
plain "dusty" and often a border nuisance. At times 
it is turbulent and seems even wrathful in flooding 
the towns along the border. Its swift change in 
course and its apparent fickleness sometimes makes 
a mockery of the international border between '.\1ex-
ico and the United States as it meanders back aod 
forth on its way to the Gulf. The old townsite of 
Edinburg was on the north bank of the river. The 
city fathers were forced to move eighteen miles 
inland after the rive,· ate away one courthouse site 
after another. The old site is now one mile inland 
on Mexican territory. Many landmarks have been 
lost this way and have resulted in court suits con-
cerning the sudden shifts in the river. In 1922 the 
river raged and flooded near the present city of 
San Juan; livestock were drowned, and many per-
sons had to be rescued from the housetops. All traf-
fic was cut off. The town of Mercedes was com-
pletely isolated. 
The Rio Grande has often been used as a meet-
ing place for conspirators. Juan Cortina rustled cat-
tle across the Rio Grande. Pancho Villa's men 
crossed by night and terrorized the inhabitants of 
the Valley. The plot of San Diego was planned not 
far from the banks of the Rio Grande. 
In the early days steamboats plied the Rio 
Grande as far up as Rio Grande City. In 1860 the 
Ranchero of the King and Kenedy line undertook 
to make its way from Rio Grande City to the mouth 
of the river with cargo including sixty thousand in 
gold specie. It was stuck on a sandbar several 
times and shot at from both sides of the border but 
eventually reached the Gulf. The Ranchero also 
carried Zachary Taylor to Camargo. The wheels of 
time showed the result of this enterprise in the for-
tunes of Richard King, Richard Kenedy, and Charles 
Stillman. King and Kenedy established Santa Ger-
trudis, now the King Ranch, the largest ranch in 
the world today. Stillman made his fortune in cot-
ton during the Civil War. The southern tip or Texas 
was an important port many years ago, furnishing 
an outlet for the South's cotton during the war be-
tween the states. Thus the Rio Grande played a 
main part in the Texas industrial development. 
It is believed that Pineda anchored in the river 
estuary in 1521. Cabeza de Vaca was the first white 
man to wander along its banks; Francisco Vasquez 
de Coronado also followed the river. Juan de Onate 
reached the Rio Grande in 1598. Jose Escondon set 
out on behalf of the King of Spain to establish set-
tlements along the Rio Grande on both sides . of the 
river. When he arrived in 1748, according to old ac-
counts, he built rafts and floated down the river to 
its mouth. He is the first white man recorded as 
having navigated the Rio Grande. 
The towns across the Rio Grande prosper 
through the tourist trade. Matamoros, Reynosa, 
Mier, Nuevo Laredo, Piedras Negras, Villa Acuna, 
and Juarez are the principal Mexican border towns 
which cater to tourists. The river made the Rio 
Grande Valley what it is today, a beautiful tropical 
paradise. Near its banks is produced some of the 
best fruit in the world: papayas, avocados, ruby-red 
grapefruit, and many other varieties. Irrigation has 
enabled the once arid region of the Valley to be 
made into a prosperous fertile area. The soil in the 
Rio Grande Valley is recognized as some of the 
richest in the world. Irrigation has been practiced 
in Texas since the days of the Spaniards. Indians 
and Spaniards near El Paso used to carry water to 
their !!ardens from the Rio Grande as far back as 
1682. The first attempt to irrigate in the area of 
Brownsville was in the early 1850's when low flats 
alon!t the river were experimentally irrigated. A 
small river rise would do all right, but a fast flow 
of course would drown the crops. Since then many 
improvements have been made. In 1870 George 
Bruly's sugar plantation near Brownsville within 
sight of the banks of the Rio Grande had its own 
system of pumping water from the river. Bruly was 
the first to raise sugar cane -in South Texas; farther 
up stream in Hidalgo County was a sugar plantation 
or John Closner. From his plantation Closner sent 
the sugar cane which won first prize as the world's 
best at the St. Louis Exposition of 1904. The Rio 
G::ande is truly an All-American River. Both sides 
of the river wiil be benefited when the Falcon Dam 
near Rio Grande City is completed and the river's 
water utilized for more irrigation. 
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last Bottle Of Civil War-1865 
By Betty J<"an Silver 
Thirty-four days after Lee surrendered to Grant 
at Appomatox Court House, the Fe::lerals and Con-
federates fought a fiery battle at P almetto Hill 
near Brownsville, Texas. This was the last battle 
or the Civil War. 
Ever since 1862 .the Rebels had been smuggling 
huge quantities of cotton across the Rit:, Grande 
into Mexico. These quantities were so huge that 
in :\fay, 1865. a million dollars worth of cotton was 
piled into a gigantic white mountain on the wharves 
of the landings stretching from the White Ranch 
to Brownsville and Mansfield on the . ruo Grande. 
This greatly infuriated the Yankees because after 
unsuccessful attempts to blockade Galveston and 
Sabine Pass. they centered all plans .on an at-
tempt to cut off Texas communication with Mexi-
co. However, the _Texans continued shipping large 
quantities of cotton over the Mexican border. 
Colonel Theodore H. Barrett found out about the 
cotton that was in the Brownsville area. Just think-
ing about all that cotton made his eyes glow and 
his mouth water; so he moved from Brazos Santi-
ago, at the mouth of the river, upstream in an at-
tempt to take Brownsville and its million dollar 
prize. 
There was at this time a bold, daring young 
man whom enemies feared and whom comrades 
admired and respected. This young man was John 
S. Ford, better known as "Rip" Ford. It was in the 
Mexican War that Ford gained this title of "Rip." 
He entered the army as a physician in Hay's regi-
ment to make out the death certificates for those 
killed in battle. On these death certificates, he was 
accustomed to writing the following words, "Rest 
in Peace." As time went on, he economized by us-
ing the initials of "Rest in Peace" after his name, 
John S. Ford, R. I. P. The soldiers began calling 
him "Rip", and the name stuck for the remainder 
of his life. 
With the help of a mere handful of Texas Ran-
gers, he accomplished one of his greatest achieve-
ments, the running of Juan Cortinas out of Texas. 
Cortinas, a great Mexican bandit, had been plun-
dering and burning many ranches all along the 
border f.i;om Rio Grande City to Brownsville. "Rip" 
Ford, this fearle5s and gallant young man who pre-
viously had fought in the Mexican War, was now 
leading the Confederates against the Union in this 
last battle between the states. He had been watch-
ing the Federals closely and was ready when the 
Yankees moved on Brownsville. 
On May, 1865, Ford's men were in reality no 
more than two hundred, but they were strong in 
spirit and fearless in battle. :\Iany others, having. 
heard rumors that Lee had surrendered to Grant, 
had deserted the Confederacy, though they did not 
ha\'e any way to \·erify the reports. 
On May Jl, 1865, haYing pack0d everything, they 
left Brazos Santiago hy way of steamer for· Point 
Isabel, where they planned to leave ship and con-
tinue to Browns\'ille on foot. Unfortunately, while 
the ~teamer was on the Gulf. a terrific storm 
arose, and every man an:i article aboard the boat 
was drenched with salt water from the raging 
wa\'es. Finally, "the F0dcral, had to re\·erse their' 
course and return to Brazos Santiago. Having re-
CO\'ered from their struge:!t> with the sea and hav-
in 1s re-equipped themsel':C'r,. they left on foot for 
Brownsville. This time D:1:-rett's men marched 
wuth,~ard along the Bra'!"::-.. )·each to Boca Chica, 
a small, narrow strip of land about three miles 
from the mouth of the ri\·cr. 
On their way, believing that there was a small 
encampment of Confederate soldiers at White's 
Ranch, they decided to hide in the thickets and 
watch for a favorable time to pounce on the ene-
my. However, across the Rio Grande, the Mexicans, 
who favored the Confederates because of their cot-
ton trade, had set up a signal post on their side of 
the river. From this vantage point the Mexicans 
saw the actions of the Federals; and by a previous-
ly arranged signal, gave the alarm to the Con-
federates. 
Colonel Ford, heeding the Mexican warning, 
then brought his men together and gave them an 
inspiring talk. By the time he had finished, his en-
thusiastic soldiers were ready to follow him into 
battle. 
On May 13, 1865, the Confederates surprised the 
Federals with a larger force than was expected and 
drove them below Palmetto Hill to the river bottom. 
This was about twelve miles east of Brownsville. 
The Federals dug sand pits to protect themselves. 
On the other hand the Confederates mounted two 
cannons on the top of the hill, which proved to be 
an advantageous location commanding the Yankee 
trenches. The Confederates poured a steady stream 
of fire into the sand pits, where the Federals were 
trapped instead of being protected. By the end of 
the battle the Federals had lost one hundred and 
eleven men and four officers and finally were forc-
ed to retreat to the mouth of the river. 
Shortly after the battle, a steamer came up the 
Rio Grande, bringing with it a few copies of the 
NEW ORLEANS TIMES. In these newspapers came 
the news the soldiers had long been waiting for: 
Gene!"al Lee had surrendered to General Grant at 
Appomatox Court Hou~e on April 9, 1865. Officially 
the Civil W;ir had ended when Lee surrC'ndered to 
Gnint, but in reality it had not ended until May 13, 
1865. 
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Irrigation Enter! Valley-1847 
By Jim Farmer 
In the year 1846, Anglo-American settlement in 
the Lower Valley began when the city of Browns-
ville was established. 
In 1-847 a group of Louisiana sugar planters 
proposed the first irrigation. They proposed to set 
R row of wind mills, run by the Gulf breeze, on the 
river to pump the water up into a series of lakes, 
about five miles apart. These lakes were to supply 
the water for gravity irrigation. 
George Bruly developed a sugar planiation sev-
en !"l'liles east of Brownsville in 1870, pumping water 
from the Rio Grande. Not until six years later in 
1876, did the general valley take up irrigated farm-
ing. 
John Clo~ner established an irrigation system 
seven miles below Hidalgo in 1884. On these irri-
gated lands he produced sugar that won first prize 
at the St. Louis World's l~air. Pumping machinery 
for this plant was brought here by T. J. Hooks by 
way of Port Isa he]. 
Lieutenant W. II. Chatfield was the first man 
to propose a really practical system of irrigation. 
In 1892 this young army engineer planned a gravity 
syf<tem of irrigation, proposing to tap the river be-
low Mission and run the water in a series of can-
als through the center of Hidalgo and Cameron 
counties, where there was a natural slope toward 
the Gulf. Nothing was done then, but today many 
people still favor this project. 
The year 1904 brought about the putting in of 
the railroad. This prospered the progress of irri-
gation to the point that misunderstandings arose 
between the land companies and the farmers about 
service costs. Controversies ended only when the 
irrigation companies were bought by the farmers. 
The districts were organized under state laws and 
were permitted to elect their own officers and issue 
bonds. 
In 1907 irrigation expanded even more. This 
expansion continued until the effects of the depres-
sion in 1920 reached the area. 
In 1929 tl)ere were sixteen major irrigation dis-
tricts operating in the Valley. In addition to these 
maj0r districts, there are now about thirty small 
irrigating systems operated by private capital. 
The year 1953 will mark the finish of the great 
Falcon Dam, which is hoped to supply the entire 
Lower Rio Grande Valley with a bountiful supply of 
irrigation water, which it lacks so dearly at thi!i 
time. 
Private land and water companies were respon-
sible for the expansion of irrigation after 1907. 
Numerous· companies were soon formed fO"r the de-
velopment and sale 0f irrigated land. For a num-
ber of years the emphasis was on the sale of land 
for vegetable production, but later the p!"omotcrs 
subdivided the larrd into small tracts and planted 
it in citn:s groves. The first plantings of citrus 
were made about 1907 with commercial production 
startin2; about 1917. Great energy and ingenuity 
were shown in the rnles campaign of the land com-
panies. They brought many prospective buyers to 
lhc Valley from the northern states. Citrus groves 
flourished in the mild we;ither, and the profusion of 
flowf'rs in mid-winter proved irresistible to many 
per.plc. Thererore, land was usually sold at inflated 
prices. 
The general types of irrigated cri,ps were ~ugar-
c:rne anr:l rice l'nti! they were replaced hy vege-
tables in 1904. Citrus and c(,tton were introduced 
shertly after. These crcps occupy ninety-four per 
cent of all irrigated land today. 
The price of water was generally determined 
by three factors: the location of the land, its as-
Eessed valuation, and the way the water was ap-
plied. Irrigation districts generally levied three 
kinds or types of charges: flat rates, toll charges, 
and bond tax. They are explained as follows: 
The flat rate was a charge per irrigable acre 
and was levied to maintain the district. They 
ranged from one do!Jar to six dollars and sixty 
cents per acre in individual districts in 1948, most 
of them charging three dollars or more per acre. 
The toll charge was a per-acre service charge 
payable in advance each time water was delivered. 
These charges ranged from seventy-five cents to 
three dollars per acre in individual districts, with 
most districts charging from one dollar and fifty 
cents to two dollars. In some districts there are 
two rates, depending on whether the land is flood 
or sprin\:ler irrigated. Generally the toll charge 
is fifty cents per acre less where the sprinkler sys-
tem is used. • 
The bond tax is an advalorem levy, the revenue 
of which is used to amortize bonded indebtedness. 
The levy usually runs from fifty cents to five dol-
lars per one dollar valuation. Average district 
bond taxes per acre range twenty-nine cents to 
seven dollars and seventy-seven cents, with most 
districts averaging three dollars or more. 
Without irrigation the Valley would be nothing 
but a desert during the ·dry years, hence it probably 
would be only a ranching country. With irrigation 
it has broken all records for cotton and vegetable 
production in the United States. 
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La Sierrita Treasures-1860. 
By Kathleen Heaton 
While traveling through the brush lands of the 
Lower Rio Grande Valley in search of adventure--
and adventure can always be found-one might, on 
the border of Starr and Hidalgo counties, run across 
La Sierra, or the Little Mountain. This small, 
cone-shaped mountain, the only one of its kind in 
ths area, may look dusty alld bare, but there are 
· :s~ries about it which would fire the imagination. 
There was once a hidden spring within La Sier-
rita which bubbled over with clear, cool water and 
was indeed a W.?lcome sight to the goatherd and 
his thirsty animals. 
Looking out from the spring, on hot August 
days, one might see the heat waves rise as if from 
a huge oven surrounded by thorny mesquite and 
tangled weeds woven so tightly that they would 
choke out any new life that might try to survive. 
These bushes were scorched to the roots, and it 
looked as J..f death were taking over all living mat,. 
ter in this country. Many months of drought had 
made great cracks in the baked clay as if by a 
mysterious blight had struck overnight and had left 
everything dead and lifeless. There was either 
too much rain or not enough, and at this time there 
was rertainly not enough, 
Sometimes the sun's rays were so fierce that 
thi? e::irth did not have a chance to cool during the 
J'lights. There are members of families still living 
whc rememb-er the time when caravans of mule 
and ox-driven carts and wagons trudged along the 
trails toward La Sierra at night, preferring the 
moonlight to the glare and scorching rays of the 
midd<iy sun. 'Through the cooling night breezes 
came the sound of heavy, wooden wheels, crunch-
ing reeks b-eneath them, and of the constant snap 
of the driver's whip and his rough, sturdy voice 
making almost complete harmony with the rustle 
of the trees. 
It was about a day's journey to the mountain 
from the lorder, and in the summer after travel-
ing over jagged and glary rocks, with scorching 
heat upon their backs, the travelers would think 
this cool, shaded spring was heaven. 
Smee this place was such an ideal camping 
spot for the travelers, bandits and Indians thought 
it ideal toe•, but for a much different reason. In 
those days when there were big caravans traveling 
inland, it was the custom to send scouts ahead to 
see whether the way was clear, but the robbers did 
liktW15C. When Mle scouts from the caravan were 
<;potkd by the bandits or Indians, the marauders 
knew there would be a caravan along soon and 
\\·0•1ld lie in hiding in dense thicket, wait until it 
arrived, and then steal its cargoes. 
The goatherds, or pastores, of this area tell of 
many interesting incidents that happened ir. this 
neighborhood of the Little Mountain. 
One of the most interesting concerns a great 
amount of silver that was brought from the mines 
of Me:xico by pack mules. The travelers had made 
camp near the spring, and only a short time after-
wards one of the Indian scouts came rushing back 
in great excitement an:iouncing that a pack of hos-
tile Indians were close by. This news aroused the 
mule drivers and others with the caravan, and they 
fkr' in terror. All but the two men in charge fled; 
t"iese men succeeded in hiding the treasure by bury-
ing it in a crevice. One of the men managed to 
.-scape back across the border, but the other, with 
his two faithful dogs, was slain. 
Many years later, as the story goes, the grand-
son of the man who survived the ambush came back 
in ~earch of the treasure. He listened to stories the 
!'Utrby settlers told about the fierce barking of dogs 
\'. ·hich was heard only on bright, moonlight nights. 
'.:' • 1c settlers had never seen the dogs nor could 
1 <Jy identify them, but the weird sounds of the 
barking came from the spring. This traveler be-
came even more anxious to find his grandfather's 
t '·'.!asurt>, because he thought this story to be child-
i ,i1. He engaged an old goatherd who knew the area 
to take him to the spring on the promise that if 
the treasure were found, the herder should receive 
half of the silver for his service. They reached 
t½e area of the spring after nightfall , and although 
the moon was shining brightly, they agreed to wait 
until morning to continue the search. 
The goatherd was awakened about midnight by 
the fierce, angry tones of barking dogs.· He was 
gr:iTig to awaken his companion but to his surprise 
found him gone. The old man waited until day-
break alld then ventured farthe;r. He came to the 
crevice and looked in, and there to his horror lay 
the bloody, mangled, tooth-marked body of his 
greedy companion. The dogs had been true and 
faithful to their master and had guarded the treas-
ure from all outsiders. The old goatherd looked 
,,t lhe torn body for awhile, then returned to his 
home and flock, leaving the tragedy undisturb-ed 
~nd letting nature take her course. 
The spring now has dried to only a trickle, and 
it is run,ored by the natives that it has done so be-
cause there have been so many evil deeds of El 
Diahlr: and because God has willed that it be that 
way. 
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Hidalgo Cattle Brands -1852 
lly William Floyd Jr. 
1 The cattle brand!': of Texas play an important 
part in the history of Hidalgo County as well as in 
that of the state. Their growth and development is 
linked with the growth and developmeni of the cat-
tle business and the early cattle empires. 
Many of these empires covered more territory 
than did some of the countries of Europe. Their 
brands were their coat-of-arms. It was proudly dis-
played and spoken of. Many battles were fought 
over brands. If a man was honest, his brand was 
held in high regard. Cattle buyers were anxious to 
purchase stock bearing his mark. 
A brand may consist of a letter, a numeral, a 
symbol, a character or any combination of these. 
At first men used a letter, or shortened name, but 
as more and more brands were put into use, the 
designs became more intricate. In Hidalgo County 
this procedure was reversed. First we find the sym-
bol or picture brand followed by the letter, then 
the combinations of various kinds. 
When the brand, or design, was selected it was 
necessary to register it in the county in which the 
cattle were held. This cost severrty five cents and 
it was yqur responsibility to see there was no dupli-
cate registered. Often the same brand was used by 
different people in various counties. For instance 
the leg of 7 also being used as the left upright of 4 
(read 7-4 in Crosby County belongs to H. H. McDer-
mitt) while the diagonal and bottom of Z also being 
the left upright and crossbar of 4 (read Z-4 in Hi-
dalgo County belongs to W. M. Doughty). After the 
brand was registered it was placed on the animal 
with a hot iron in a conspicious place, usually on 
the shoulder, ribs or hip. 
There are two brand books in the archives of Hi-
dalgo County. Thadeus Rhodes was the first Coun-
ty Clerk and therefore the man responsible for be-
ginning these documents, although you do not find 
his brand TR (both using the same upright) regis-
tered until September 14, 1866, fourteen years after 
he opened his books. The first brand· was entered 
on November 24, 1852, just a few months after Hi-
dalgo was created as a county. This was registered 
, by Sixta Domingas who chose the stirrup as his 
brand. 
There are now over 2,755 different brands 
, shown on the pages of these books for this county 
alone. 
The best known brand registered today is the 
''Running or rolling W" that belongs to the Richard 
King estate. It is used on the cattle at the Santa_ 
Gertrudis Ranch. This however is not King's first 
brand. On March 9, 1854, King and Levis registered 
the KL brand and on May 16, ).858 we find the 
R Arrow brand in King's name alone in the Hidalgo 
County br::ind hooks. It would appear that rustlers, 
who were plentiful during lush cattle years found 
this brand easy to change or burn. So on February 
19, 1872 the rolling W was claimed. 
Judge Edward Dougherty, the first County Dis-
trict Attorney registered his E in June of 1853. L. 
H. Dox and his brother came to southern Texas 
with Taylor's army during the Mexican war. They 
rode around the county buying land and cattle with 
Mexican silver dollars that they carried on their 
persons. Needless to say many a gun battle ensued. 
On July 25, 1867 the L. H. Box brand (the L . H. B.) 
was registered for all to know. The Box brothers 
were reported to have shipped many head of cattle 
to a hide and tallow plant in Rockport. Nathaniel 
Jackson a full blood Cherokee Indian, had a large 
ranch i~ the county which was known as a refuge 
for escaped slaves and for Indians who were tired of 
running, The brand was a very simple NJ. 
Milford Kennedy is credited with several brands 
at this time, JO and the UO were both registered 
on December 10, 1858, one year later we find him 
re!\'istering two other brands, the upside down 6 and 
6. 
Another interesting fact that comes to light is 
~:.Ile fact a brand may be read one way in one county 
and entirely different in another county. The brand 
(Tl may be the oar T or the curry comb. The last 
hrand registered in Hidalgo County is dated March 
12, 1!123 and belongs to Esteban Garcia. He was 
~ati~fied with the bar (I) or I, a very simple device. 
I have been told that people are still selecting brands 
and cattle is still used for gifts (wedding or birth) 
a~ well as for cattle farming in Hidalgo Cou~ty. 
The range and the cattle country have changed. 
Orchards and vegetables have taken their place. 
No longer do the r,attle roam over the range and 
unfenced porciones. The brand is not essential to 
t!,e: chiming of herds as they are kept behind barb 
wire fences. · 
The brand books are still in evidence and serve 
~s a reminder of the picturesque history of the 
cattle industry in Hidalgo County. 
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The Oratige Comes To T exas-1873 
By Harry Hall, Jr. 
To the Rio Grande Valley historia11s, the date 
and location where orange trees were first planted 
in the Rio Grande Valley is a highly contrE>versial 
question. A report received from the "Laguna 
Seca," a ranch located twenty miles northwest of 
the present town of Edinburg, probably marks it 
as the location of the oldest orange grove in Texas. 
In the late 1700's one Macedonio Vela was 
granted 75,000 ::icres by the King of Spain. Vela 
called this "Laguna Seca." The region, at this 
time, ju~t nort'h of the mouth of the Rio Grande 
rivr>r was made u:, of "l""!'Y i,"'lat~d ra?,chc~ s~i::::1 
as the "Laguna Seca. '' Due to the great distances 
between t.hes'.! ranches it ,w::.s the duty of certain 
traveling priests to ride horeeback from one ranch 
to the next administering the sacraments of the 
Catholic church. 
In 1873, a priest stopped at the "Laguna Seca" 
on his monthly rounds. To a small boy on the 
ranch he brought an orange as a simple token of 
kindne~s. The boy found in the orange seven seeds 
which he planted. From the seeds sprouted seven 
oran~e trees which grew to maturity. This small 
grove ~f seven trees may be seen today, still 
blossoming and producing sweet, delicious fruit 
after seventy years of productivity. These trees 
are probably the oldest living ones to be found in 
the State of Texas. 
Although these trees are extremely old, the 
date and location that orange trees• were first 
planted in the Rio Grantle Valley will probably al-
ways remain unknown. 
Robert E. Lee was one of the first Americans 
to laud the qualities of the Texas orange, how-
ever. In the autumn of 1856, Lee, then a lieutenant 
colonel, was called to the border town of Rio Grande 
City, about a hundred miles up the river from 
Brownsville, to sit on the court-martial proceedings 
against a fellow officer held at Ft. Ringgold. At 
the dismissal of the case, Lee boarded a steam-
boat (owned hy Captain King, later owner of King 
Ranch) for Brownsville. 
Arriving at Brownsville, Lee became acquaint-
ed with the Kings and had the opportunity to visit 
their residence. This visit was revealed in a letter 
from Lee to his wife in which he also told of 
Beeing oranges on a table at the King's home, but 
due t0 the formality of the call, he had no chance 
to taste them. This letter was written in 1856 
and so sets the Brownsville oranges as having been 
planted much earlier than those at the "Laguna 
Seca" ranch. As to the quality of these oran~es, 
Lee wrote a lettel' to his wife lauding their" deli-
cious flavor and good texture. 
Evidently there were orange~ in the Browns-
ville vicinity a hundred years ago. These, however, 
cannot lay claim to being the first planted in Tex- , 
as, for it is a known fact that a place a few miles 
south of Mission is the actual location of the first 
planting. 
It was at this location that a mission had been 
founded. hy a group of priests called the "Oblate 
Fathers." Here in 1824 the fathers planted some 
orange seeds and it has been said that these grew 
into a lovely grove . 
After the first planting was made (wherever 
that was) and it was discovered that oranges thriv-
ed in the valley_ persons began to take interest 
and promote this new industry. The grapefruit 
was introduced and in 1904 the first commercial 
trees were planted. The first commercial shipping 
was recorded in 1909 and 11,000 boxes were , ship-
ped in that year. In comparison over 30,000,000 
were shipped in 1950. In a recent census, 11,000,-
000 trees were reported in the Rio Grande Valley. 
Approximately 200,000 Rcres of the best land in 
the irrigated portion of the valley is devoted en-
tirely to citrus. More than half of this acreage is 
in one county, Hidalgo. 
Although this year more than $30,000,000 in re-
turns is expected from citrus alone in the valley, 
this rich income has not been made without answer-
ing many prohlems and meeting many costly and 
unexpected developments. 
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Peace Maker Of The Valley-1860 
By ,Jack Alexander 
During the first week of April in the year 1860, 
a man rode into Edinburg, which in those days was 
located on the north banks of the Rio Grande, 
across from Reynosa, Mexico. The Rangers station-
ed at this place looked with curious eyes on this 
man a bout whom they had heard so much. Once 
off his horse, he walked with the erect bearing of 
a West Pointer. This man with the striking mili-
tary bearing was Lieutenant Colonel Robert Edward 
Lee of the Second Cavalry. 
Lee came to Edinburg to settle the trouble that 
Cortinas had been causing in the Lower Rio Gran-
de Valley. At first, Cortinas was a rancher near 
Brownsville. His business was dealing in stock, 
purchasing or stealing, doing the one that was most 
convenient. On July 13, 1859 he went into Browns_ 
ville with his gang_ One of his men was arrested 
for abusing a coffeehouse keeper. Cortinas inter-
ferred and shot the marshal in the shoulder and 
rode off }Vith the prisoner behind him. He went to 
Matamoros where he was treated like a hero and 
defender of Mexican rights. The sheriff organized 
a posse and went after Cortinas, but when he learn-
ed that Cortinas had a stronger force, he disbanded 
his men. 
On September 28, 1859, Cortinas returned to 
Brownsville to kill all his enemies. Cortinas had 
from forty to eighty men with him. They sur-
rounded Brownsville, and Cortinas planned to kill 
all the Anglo-Americans, but he was going to leave 
· the Mexicans and foreigners unharmed. He killed 
four Anglo-Americans, one Mexican, and a jailer, 
who was killed when he was freeing the prisoners. 
General Carvajal, commander of the Mexican Cav-
alry in Matamoros, saw the trouble of the people 
in Brownsville and sent for Cortinas. 
ber 5, 1859, they sent one hundred and seventeen 
men to Fort Brown under Major Heintzelman. They 
went after Cortinas and found him entrenched at 
La Ebronal. They forced him to retreat. Major 
Rip Ford and the Rangers joined the hunt for Cor-
tinas. December 26, he met Cortinas at Rio Grande 
City where Cortinas was defeated for the second 
time. Ford outflanked the Mexicans and they fled 
panic stricken. On over the border Cortinas was 
as much a menace as ever. 
Soon his men were again raiding in the Valley. 
Life for the peopl~' in it became unbearable; so 
much so that they w~e afraid to go to bed at 
night without their guns ,under their pillows. The 
people in the Rio Grande Valley needed some great 
leader to bring peace, law, and order to this strick-
en area. 
On March 15, -Lee started for the Rio Grande 
with one company of the cavalry. Before Lee could 
arri',(_e in the Rio Grande Valley, Cortinas had driv-
en out most of the Americans living in the area 
between Brownsville and Rio Grande City. In Ed-
inburg he had scared out every family but one. 
When Lee arrived at Rio Grande City he wrote 
Governor Andres Trevino of Tamaulipas that the 
people in Mexico must help break up the Cortinas' 
gang. 
On the morning before Lee's arrival at Edin-
burg, Major Rip Ford and his Texas Rangers had 
crossed over into Reynosa. Ford had heard that 
Reynosa had offered to pay tfiirty thousand dollars 
for protection. This became a dare to Major Ford, 
!'O he went to Reynosa. The Rangers divided into 
three detachments and entered Reynosa, but wnen 
they got to the plaza they were surrounded by 
armed Mexicans. Every man there, Mexicans and 
Americans alike, became tense. If a rifle went off 
it could start a fight. Ford and the Rangers drop-
ped their rifles hoping that one would discharge 
and start the shooting. After some of them had 
dropped their rifles without any results, the Mexi-
cans asked why their town had been invaded by 
the Rangers. Ford replied, "To get the thirty thou-
sand dollars." He then told them why he really 
came. Ford told them that he had come to demand 
the surrender of Cortinas and his men. The Mexi-
cans denied the presence of Cortinas among them. 
Finally the Texas Rangers withdrew, accompanied 
to the river by the Mexican officials. 
After having made provision for protection ot 
the town, Lee resumed his journey to Fort Brown. 
He arrived at Brownsville on April 12. Lee worked . 
hard at the knotty problem smoothing out the inter-
national misunderstanding between the U. s. and 
Mexico. This task took much tact and patience for 
Mexican officials were suspicious of American mo-
tives and often stalled the proceedings. Lee con-
tinued to correspond with them and eventually was 
able to win them to his way of thinking. He was 
able to convince General Garcia of the Mexican 
army that he should write out a warrant for Cor-
tinas' arrest and upon finding him, he should ar-
rest him. This resulted in Cortinas' retiring to the 
interior of Mexico with his family. The people of 
the Valley were never bothered by him again. 
Becaus~ Lee had settled what was perhaps the 
most serious bandit trouble on the border prior to 
1914, he should forever be remembered as the 
"Peacemaker of the Magic Valley." 
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The KarankaWay 
By Doris Jeanne Foutz 
The lfarankaways were the strangest and fier-
cest tribe of Indians in Texas in the early 1800's. 
There has been much controversy about whether 
they were cannibals, their customs and habits, and 
when, where, and how they disappeared. But never-
theless the fact still remains that they were the? 
strangest and fiercest of tribes. 
The Karankaways made their living mostiy by 
fishing and hunting. History show~ us that they 
never cultivated the earlh or the:r own souls. All 
of lhe neighboring tribe :..:ivied tld;- sports. They 
were very heavy c'.1:11ker,- and smo'. c~·s. Often, they 
would have a::-night drinking part. .,_ The Indians 
never liked the white man·s way <..: living or his 
religion. Many attempts were mad::! by missionarie/' 
to convert them but the effort; w, ·e in vain. 
Many reports and legends h~ c said that the 
Karankaways were cannibals. Bu: t"iis is not true. 
It seems that they got the idea 1 eating human 
flesh after the coming of the wl: t0 man. The In-
dians had captured a party 01 Spaniards. The• 
weather was so cold that the 1 :tlians could not 
fish or hunt to have enough food fo;: everyone to 
eat. Hunger and starvation sooi. overcame every-
one in the camps. Some of the :·1',,:,:ards resorted 
to eating• the flesh flf their comra:1:rns. The Indi-
ans, coming upon this scene, ,1 'L~ horrified and 
furious with anger. They did not c;,, t the flesh of 
white men. Instead, they ate on·y the hands and 
feet of their enemy tribal memLcrs to gain their 
strength. 
Many legends have been tolti ,1bout the Karan-
kaways. We have no way of really knowing which 
ones are true. The people got tireJ 01 them stealing 
their animals. One of the DeLeo1:; of Victoria de-
cided to do something about his ca: tl~ being stolen 
by poisoning the whole tribe an( thus ridding the 
country of the Karankaways. He r:, . c:ered a large 
bottle of ar~enic from the drugg l t ; out the dru~-
gist, who guessed his purpose, ga· c :1im cream of 
tartar. He made hominy and adde( •. >at he thought 
was arsenic. He then gave it to t n Indians. The 
next morning the Indians came J-;1 c i!:: to beg for 
some more hominy_ DeLeon decic.P · that the Ka-
rankaways could not even be poi , .ed! 
Another legend tells how a d · :.·_ey saved the 
.. 
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Karankaways. DeLeon and his settlers had rounded 
up and cornered the Indians. They had a cannon on 
the bnck of a donkey and were going to shoot the 
Indians. They loaded the cannon and touched off 
the fuse. After the smoke had cleared, they saw 
the donkey was flat on his back and the cannon was 
under him. The blast had done little damage so 
they struggled to get the donkey from the ground. 
While this was going on, the Karankaways took the 
advantage and fled. DeLeon and his men noticed 
this with regret and carried the cannon home never 
again to go out to annihilate the Indians - at least 
not with a donkey. 
Many old le;.:ends have been handed down about 
how and where the Karankaways disappeared. Most 
of the legends and facts, however, agree that th~ 
Indians were a very small tribe arot'.nd the time 
of the Texas Revolution. J. H. Kuykendall, who 
-wrote "Remini,;cence of E:irly Texans," believes 
that the last of the I".:~rankaways retreated from 
Texas in the late 1840's once and for all to the 
::\lexican state of Tamaulipas. He says that it is 
probable that the Indians became entirely extinct 
in the 1870; s 
Smithwick, who wrote "Evolution of a State", 
~ays that u,~ Karankaways disappeared entirely 
about the time of the Texas Revolution. Captain 
Demmit, a ranch owner, let the Indians feed on his 
r.:.nch whenever they wished. The Karankaways 
went to his ranch one day after he had gone to fight 
for Texas. While they were there, they met a com-
pany or Mexican soldiers. The Indians did not know 
there was a war going on. The Mexicans said "Viva 
Mexico" so the Indians thought that was the pass 
words. They said them to the wrong 11:roup one day 
as they met 8. regiment of cavalry. This group was 
a Texas group, and they charged with as much 
force as the Mexicans had earlier. The tribe was 
almost wiped out. The few survivors paddled sadly 
away in the Gulf. 
. We do not know if these stories are true. May-
be none or perhaps parts of some of them are true. 
We will never know. All we know is that the Ka-
rankaways vanished about 1858. Net~fishermen who 
spend lonely .nights on St. Joseph, Matagorda, and 
Padre Islands, say that weird creatures and spec-
tres can be seen sometimes wandering on the lone-
ly beaches in the semi-darkness. 
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John McAllen, 'Scotsman Invader' -1852 
B y John Preston 
J'1hn McAllen, founder of a beautiful Valley city 
of th1t nnme, came to the Rio Grande Valley in 
the e:.irly 1S50's. It was shortly after t he Civil War 
when the West was being conquered by the in-
e;•itnblc tide of pioneers. McAllen was one of the 
first ··gringo" Scotsman invaders to blaze a trial 
ir.to this wild and wooly stretch of mesquite and 
cnctus then commonly referred to as the "Free 
Stot"' of Hidalgo.'' 
:!\IcAl!cn began clerking in the store of John 
Y0ung, a fellow Scotsman, in Edinburgh (then spell-
ed with an "h") . At that time the settlement was 
loc:it(-rl on the north bank of the Rio Grande near 
Reynosa. It received its name in honor of the 
Scot~• home town in Scotland. 
Young married into the wenlthy Balli family 
that owned a fabulous land empire along the river. 
Records reveal that Young grazed as many as 
5,00u head of cattle and sheep on this vast ranch 
in lS;';i. 
Trnder McAllen became Rancher McAllen in 
186~. when he married the widow of John Young. 
The e,·ent was one that drew all the Valley's 
pioneers into Br.::>wnsville on horses and wagon 
car:wans to celebrate in the old traditional "chari-
vari" manner. 
McAllen's Santa Anitn ranch was located square-
ly across the trail between the King ranch, th? Rio 
G•·a'1de, and Las Cuevas, l\Iexico, the cattle rust-· 
lcr's 1:endquarters. Jn the summer of 1871 20 
anncd dc;,peradoes raided the ranch and drove 
1100 head of cattle acro~s the rive?:' into Mexico. 
A~ late as 1915 the sturdy rancher received periodic 
rvids--the last one seeing McAllen shooting it out 
with 15 bandits aided bv his Mexican cock. 
Wh,•n the Brownsviile railroad reached Santa 
An;ta 0:1 Aug 4, 1904, 1'.lcAllen owned ovE'r 80,00!) 
acre:; of !,ind. Upon the railroad':,; arrival, this 
forever energetic rancher decided to top his career 
by star ting a townsitc eight miles north of the old 
county seat-wild, "red hot" Hidalgo. McAlleR's 
tovmsite was the county seat's nearest rail point. 
The townsite faded gradually however , Jacking 
the effort necessary to m ake it into a thriving 
M mmunity. Seeing this, J ohn Closner, another 
pionee:r, and William Briggs, a Lake Charles, La. 
promoter, started another townsite two miles east 
c,f McAllen's settleme11t, starting a popularity race 
between East McAIJen and West McAllen. 
Up<,n arrival of the Rio Bravo Irrigation com-
p.:m:,, in East McAllen, buildings and trades sprang 
ui; cv<"r night. The land surrounding this boom 
towr "' s soon -:lenrect of the thick, impenetrable 
brush mid the fertile soil put under cultivation. It 
was this settlement from which the present "City 
of Palms" sprang. 
tclrn at Logue's Hill, Londonderry, North Ire-
land on Feb. 7, 1826, I\l[cAIJen was reared by an 
uncle-Hugh MacCallion, and died in Brownsville 
37 years later, in February, 1913. He was six :feet 
four inches tall, weighed over 200 pounds, and had 
a pi!ir of piercing blue eyes. He emigrated to the 
U. S. in 1845, arriving in the Valley about 1850. 
Tv his marriage to Salome .Balli, widow of John 
Yc,ung, one son, James Ba!Ji McAllen, was born. 
Notes now in possession of his family contain 
t},is statement: "It is an interesting historical fact, 
within my memory, that where the first courthouse 
r,f Hidalgo county stood is now perhaps as much 
as half a mile or more in Mexico .. . the new court-
houi,c and jail ere.::ted some fifteen years ago is 
situated on Porcion 63 in the town tract set apart 
for the purpose, and I believe that in fifteen or 
tw':!nty years, or perhaps less, it will also be in th~ 
river. ' 1 
McAllen also urged that the name of the new 
county seat be changed from Chapin to Edinburg. 
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First Land Grant - 1768 
By JOHN DEE LAWRENCE 
JT waa early April in the year 1768 in the 
!ower Rio Grande Valley. Black cloud, hung 
om.mously low on the northern horizon. One 
of the famous Texas' "northers" waa on the 
verg_e of m_aking its entry into the Valley. Jose 
Mana Ball~, an early colonizer of thia region, 
was preparing to take possession of land grant-
ed him by His Majesty, the King of Spain. A 
~old north wind whipped the legs of a Captain 
m t~e Royal Army, representing the King, and 
Balli. Both men were anxious to get the busi-
ness at ~and over with. Finally, tho solemn 
ceremonies were completed and the land waa 
officially B!!lli' •· The deed records phrased it 
this way: . . . for the fulfillment of what 
had been ordered by their Supreme Worships 
for the placing in possesaion of Jose Maria Balli 
of what our Lord, the King, had granted him 
land! and bring ';!POD the demarcations aaign-
ed him and he bring there present which I know 
and cer~fy, I took him by the right hand, both 
of us bemg uncovered, and in the name of Hia 
Majesty (whom God protect) I walked with 
and put him in possession, and in proof of ac-
ceptance and poseeasion, he performed the 
usual ceremonies and gave thanks for the 
grant, and having acquainted him with the con• 
ditions and burdens to which he ia subject 
( which I did at much length) and ho fully 
comprehending them said that he ia obedient 
to anything that might be required of him u 
a good vasael • , . " 
He would then fling them into the wind. This 
was to signify that he would clear the land. 
Following this. he would pick up clod,, crum-
ble them in hi, hand,, and fling them to the 
wind also. Thia wa, to show that he would 
break the soil and would attempt to live on 
the land. 
WHILE these ceremonies may aeem a bit ,illy to u. "modernized" people who are 
used to going down to the court houae and fill-
ing out deed papen on some land that we may 
desire, we ought to remember that it was these 
very same grantee, that made the initial im-
provement, on the land of south T exaa. It was 
they who brought the first cattle, horse,, goats, 
pigs, cats, and barnyard fowls to thi, region, 
and it was they who were to bring the firat 
hoes, apades, grindinir atone,, clamps, plowa, 
files, and pliers used here. The firat wheels to 
turn in the Valley were brought by the Span-
iards. It was they who first introduced, not 
only here but all over the Southwest, peaches, 
figa, oranges, apples, grapes, apricots, limes, 
pomegranates, pears, olives, and lemons. It 
was the Spanish who taught the Indiana of 
the Southweat how to hammer ailver and cop• 
per, how to work iron, and how to uae plow, 
and hoes. The Spaniard, tau1ht the Navajo 
how to weave and card wool, thereby, giving 
them the foundation for makin1 their beauti-
ful blankets. So, the Spanish, under conditions 
worse than even their semi-arid homeland, 
The "usual ceremonies" were one of the started a civilization whose glory today rivals 
quaintest customs of the early Spaniah sran• that of ancient Rome and Greece. It was these 
tees. The ceremoniu were very aoleoin and Spanish who were the first to make their homes 
were performed in the preaence of a repreaenta• here; the fint to awNt and toil and yea, even 
tive of the King. The re&:ipient of the land and die her• to keep their homea. So, no matter 
the King's representative went nude into the how much fun we may poke at their customs 
land to perform these "ceremonies." The rea- and think that oura are ao much better and not 
son for their being nude, I imagine, waa to nearly ao sentimental, we muat keep in mind 
signify their humbleness before their King and that it wu they who made the primary effort. 
their God. Upon reaching the center of the It waa they who took the first step. And if 
grant, the grantee would then proceed to pick you have ever done anything really difficut, 
up sticks from the ground and break them. you know that the fint step is the hardest. 
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The County's Father - 1753 
By SHIRLEY SAMPSON 
MUCH is known of Miguel Hidalgo as a liberator of Mexico, but seldom is his 
name mentioned as an inspirer of liberators. 
Not only was he a brave leader who began a 
revolution that gradually led to freedom for 
Mexico, but he was a great man in a more 
human sense, a se~vant of mankind. Every 
year on September 1 6, the people of Hidalgo 
County, Texas, commemorate Mexican Inde-
pendence Day when Miguel Hidalgo started 
the cry that led to freedom from Spain for 
Mexico and the people of Texas. 
Miguel Hidalgo y Costillo was born on May 
8, 1753. He was educated at the college of 
San Nicolas and in Mexico City. While he was 
cura of Dolores, with a small compensation, he 
devoted much time to things outside of his 
clerical duties and studied science along with 
several other subjects. It was mainly through 
his reading that he came to hate despotsim. 
FATHER Hidalgo was a wise man in the 
ways of nature and of common sense. He 
felt that the Indians not only should be taught 
to raise better crops but should be taught to 
make things with their hands. Few persons to-
day know that it was Hidalgo who taught the 
Indians to plant ,to cultivate vineyards, and to 
rotate the crops so that the · soil would remain 
fertile for years through proper usage. 
IN the summer of 1810, mounted Spanish 
troops invaded Hidalgo's small community 
and proceeded to destroy systematically all 
that he had worked so hard to build. 
The father collected a few hundred of his 
parishioners and on September 1 6, 18 1 0, seiz-
ed the prison at Dolores, in which many poli-
tical prisoners were being held. When released, 
many of these men joined Father Hidalgo. 
This event gradually led to revolt against the 
royalist element of the population. In the be-
ginning, fortune was with Hidalgo; he captured 
and sacked Guanajuato and Guadalajara but 
did not take Mexico City, where there was a 
concentration of Spanish troops. When Hidal-
go retreated, many of his followers deserted 
him. He was routed at Acapulco but succeeded 
in collecting a mob of ill-armed and undisci-
plined men. With them he took up a position 
on the "Bridge of Calderon" on the Santiago 
River. On January 1 7, I 81 I, he was beaten 
decisively by a small force of Spanish soldiers, 
partially because someone within Hidalgo· s 
own group had betrayed him. 
HIDALGO was first degraded from the priesthood and then shot as a rebel in 
July or August, 1 8 1 1 . His body was buried at 
Chihuahua, but his head was cut off and dis-
played in an iron cage by the Royalists. 
In the year following Hidalgo's death, Ber-
nardo Guiterrez de Lara, a follower of the 
priest, and Augustus Magee, a former Ameri-
can army officer, led a band of Anglo:-Ameri-
cans, Frenchmen, Indians, and Mexicans a-
gainst the forces of Spain in Texas. The revolu-
tionists took Nacogdoches, La Bahia, and Bexar 
and established a Mexican State of Texas, 
which lasted about four months. On August 
18, 181 3, however, a Spanish army of 2,000, 
led by General Joaquin de Arredondo, routed 
the republican army on the Medina River west 
of San Antonio. Arredondo then set out to 
purge Texas of aU liberal Mexicans and Anglo-
Americans. But the spirit of revolution stayed 
alive despite the purge, In 181 3 another disci-
ple of Hidalgo, Jose Morelos, led another re-
volt against Spain. Mexican independence was 
finally attained in 181 3 after the conservative 
leader Agustin de Iturbide and liberal leader 
Vicente Guerrero agreed on the Plan of lguala, 
which declared the New Spain was an inde-
pendent, moderate, constitutional monarchy. 
Father Miguel Hidalgo was dead, but what he 
stood for would never die. 
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